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Introduction

This annotated bibliography lists articles that the Permanency Innovations Initiative Training and Technical Assistance Project (PII-TTAP) incorporated into the development of the Development, Implementation, and Assessment Approach (the Approach). While extensive and comprehensive, the bibliography does not include abstracts on every article on the topics listed below; it concentrates on those considered most relevant in the current literature.

We searched EBSCO and other databases using a number of key terms. We also searched other sources, such as Google Scholar, Metacrawler, and other pertinent publications’ reference lists for possible inclusions.

The bibliography is divided into two main sections. The first section is a collection of abstracts on articles exploring and/or arguing for the use of implementation science or some sort of well-structured implementation process when implementing programs and services. The second section includes abstracts on articles addressing the stages used in the Approach. It is important to note that these stages are informed by the National Implementation Network (NIRN) stages of implementation:

1. **Exploration stage activities** – This stage includes the following activities:
   - Identify a problem
   - Identify the primary population(s)
   - Examine the reasons/root causes behind the identified needs
   - Develop a theory of change
   - Identify a proposed solution to the problem
   - Assess organizational and system capacity
   - Create a plan for installation and implementation

2. **Installation stage activities** – This stage includes the following activities:
   - Operationalize the innovation
   - Develop or adapt the implementation supports
   - Prepare the system for change (e.g., organizational and system-level supports)

3. **Implementation stage activities [Initial and Full]** – The Approach includes an initial and a full implementation stage. For the purposes of this bibliography, we have combined them. The activities that take place during implementation include:
   - Implement and test the innovation (e.g., usability testing)
   - Monitor and assess the innovation
   - Adjust the innovation
   - Plan for sustaining the innovation

Many of the articles can be used across the three stages. Generally, the abstract for each article was placed in the section where it was most pertinent. Unless noted otherwise, all of the abstracts are adapted from the authors’ own abstracts. When the documents are in the public domain, we have included their links; most of the remaining documents can be accessed either through EBSCO or the Child Welfare Information Gateway.
Section I: Implementation Frameworks

The following articles explore and/or argue for the use of an implementation science framework or some sort of well-structured implementation process when implementing programs and services. The research and the frameworks presented below support and/or are consistent with the Approach.


Although evidence-based interventions (EBIs) are spreading to child welfare, research on real-world dynamics of implementation within this setting is scarce. Using a six-factor implementation framework to examine implementation of two evidence-based parenting interventions, the authors sought to build greater understanding of key facilitators and barriers by comparing successful versus failed EBI implementation in a child welfare setting. Semistructured interviews were conducted with a purposive sample of 15 frontline practitioners and state-level managers. Interviews were transcribed verbatim, and data analysis used a modified analytic approach. The results showed the successful EBI was viewed more positively on all six factors; however, implementation was multidimensional, multilevel, and mixed with accomplishments and challenges. An accumulation of strengths across implementation factors proved beneficial. Implementation frameworks may be advantageous in organizing and explaining the numerous factors that may influence successful versus failed implementation. While encountering obstacles is largely inevitable, understanding which factors have shaped the success or failure of EBI implementations in child welfare settings may optimize future implementations in this context.


Although a growing literature base defines significant components of systematic and effective implementation of evidence-based interventions (EBIs), little information exists about real-world successes and setbacks from child welfare practitioners’ perspectives. This study sought to identify key challenges and supports during implementation of an EBI to reduce long-term foster care. Semistructured, individual interviews were conducted with 28 child welfare practitioners implementing an EBI–Parent Management Training, Oregon Model. Transcripts were coded and analyzed using theoretical thematic analysis. Member checking was used to confirm identified themes across interviews. Using six implementation factors to organize the results, multiple facilitators and barriers were identified. Study findings suggest that implementation of EBIs in child welfare should consider promoting and ensuring (1) a learning culture with effective communication, rapid improvement cycles, and timely feedback loops; (2) frequent, direct, supportive, and high-quality coaching and supervision; (3) strong leadership and organizational fit; and (4) strategies for tailoring the EBI to the child welfare setting, including responses to families’ multiple and complex needs and practices for effective client engagement.
Implementation science is a quickly growing discipline. Lessons learned from business and medical settings are being applied, but it is unclear how well they translate to settings with different historical origins and customs (e.g., public mental health, social service, alcohol/drug sectors). The purpose of this paper is to propose a multilevel, four-phase model of the implementation process (i.e., Exploration, Adoption/Preparation, Implementation, and Sustainment) derived from existing literature and apply it to public sector services. The article highlights features of the model likely to be particularly important in each phase, while considering the outer and inner contexts (i.e., levels) of public sector service systems.


Thousands of schools have implemented comprehensive school reform (CSR) models over the past decade, using either self-developed models or externally developed models. In September 2000, the U.S. Department of Education awarded a grant to conduct the National Longitudinal Evaluation of Comprehensive School Reform (NLECSR). This paper summarizes the major findings of the NLECSR. The paper examines CSR through a series of phases from adoption to implementation to sustainability, describing (a) the process schools use to adopt CSR modes and the implications of this process for subsequent implementation; (b) the relationship between the fidelity of implementation and important outcomes, such as social capital, student achievement, and making adequate yearly progress; and (c) the sustainability of reform within schools. The paper finds that voting among school faculty to adopt a CSR model is almost universal, but data showed only a moderate connection between the openness and participatory nature of the adoption process and later teacher buy-in and implementation fidelity.


This article describes a new measure designed to examine the process of implementation of child welfare systems change. The measure was developed to document the status of the interventions and strategies that are being implemented and the drivers that are being installed to achieve sustainable changes in systems. The measure was used in a Children's Bureau-supported national effort to assess the ongoing implementation of 24 systems-change projects in child welfare jurisdictions across the country. The article describes the process for measure development, method of administration and data collection, and quantitative and qualitative findings.


In recent years, several states have been developing or adopting casework practice models in an effort to shape the thinking and behavior of front line child welfare workers with a
commitment to improving the safety, permanency, and well-being outcomes of vulnerable children in their care. This article presents one framework for approaching the organizational changes that need to be made in order to support a practice model. The "Getting to Outcomes" Framework (Wandersman, 2009) is a useful approach for ensuring that all areas to support practice change are addressed.


In 1924, Walter Shewhart described the first control chart, which launched statistical process control and quality improvement. In November of that year, a series of research projects, which came to be known as the Hawthorne studies, began. This work was central to the creation of the fields of work place sociology, social psychology, and anthropology. The Shewhart cycle, or Shewhart learning and improvement cycle, combines management thinking with statistical analysis. The constant evaluation of management policy and procedures leads to continuous improvement. This cycle has also been called the Deming cycle, the Plan–Do–Check–Act (PDCA) cycle, or the Plan–Do–Study–Act (PDSA) cycle.


The authors describe the framework identified by the National Implementation Research Network’s (NIRN) analysis of 35 years of implementation outcomes literature from diverse fields of endeavor to review the current state of wraparound implementation research. Model definition, model fidelity, and intervention outcomes were areas of relatively greater development, while target population, theory base, theory of change, organizational context and readiness, staff selection, training, supervision or coaching, purveyor selection, and program installation were less examined or even overlooked. The authors conclude with suggestions for building a research agenda on wraparound implementation.


Experts in the mental health field view service development innovation in health technology and practice as a pressing need, yet it is relatively poorly understood. This study aimed to identify contextual influences inhibiting or promoting the acceptance and integration of innovations in mental health services in both National Health Service and community settings. Key barriers to innovation included resistance from corporate departments and middle management, complexity of the innovation, and the availability and access to resources on a prospective basis within the host organization. The results informed the construction of a proposed model of innovation implementation within mental health services, the main components of which are context, process, and outcomes. The study produced a model of conducive and impeding factors drawn from the composite picture of 11 innovative mental health projects, and this is discussed in light of relevant literature. The model provides a rich agenda to consider for services wanting to innovate or adopt innovations from elsewhere. The evaluation suggested the importance of studying innovation with a focus on context, process, and outcomes.
During the past decade, there have been increased efforts to implement evidence-based practices into child welfare systems to improve outcomes for children in foster care and their families. In this paper, the implementation and evaluation of a policy-driven, large-system-initiated reform is described. Over 250 caseworkers and supervisors were trained and supported to implement two evidence-based, parent-focused interventions in 5 private agencies serving over 2,000 children and families. At the request of child welfare system leaders, a third intervention was developed and implemented to train the social work workforce to use evidence-based principles in everyday interactions with caregivers (including foster, relative, adoptive, and biological parents). This paper describes the policy context and the targeted outcomes of the reform. The authors discuss the theory of the interventions and the logistics of linking them to create consistency and synergy. Training and ongoing consultation strategies used are described, as are some of the barriers and opportunities that arose during the implementation. The strategy for creating a path to sustainability is also discussed. The reform effort was evaluated using both qualitative and quantitative methods; the evaluation design, research questions, and preliminary results are provided.

State and federal funders are increasingly requiring communities to achieve outcomes and to be accountable, yet they often do not provide the guidance or the tools needed for communities to successfully meet these challenges. To improve the likelihood of achieving positive outcomes, the Getting To Outcomes (GTO) intervention (manual, training, TA) is designed to provide the necessary guidance and tools, tailored to community needs, in order to build individual capacity and program performance. GTO is an example of a Prevention Support System intervention, which as conceptualized by the Interactive Systems Framework, plays a key role in bridging the gap between prevention science (Prevention Synthesis and Translation System) and prevention practice (Prevention Delivery System). The authors evaluated the impact of GTO on individual capacity and program performance using survey- and interview-based methods. The authors tracked the implementation of GTO and gathered user feedback about its utility and acceptability. The evaluation of GTO suggests that it can build individual capacity and program performance and, as such, demonstrates that the Prevention Support System can successfully fulfill its intended role. Lessons learned from the implementation of GTO relevant to illuminating the framework are discussed.

Substance abuse prevention can improve community health, but only when implemented well. Good implementation is difficult given the significant amount of knowledge and skills required, the large number of steps that need to be addressed (e.g., needs assessment, setting of priorities, planning and delivering programs, monitoring, and evaluation), and the wide variety of contexts in which prevention programs need to be implemented. These challenges have resulted in a large gap between the positive outcomes often achieved by prevention science and the lack of these outcomes by prevention practice at the local level. Common mechanisms...
to address this gap are available (e.g., Internet and training), but these mechanisms lack outcomes. A new model, emphasizing collaboration between science and practice, is needed. Incorporating traditional evaluation, empowerment evaluation, results-based accountability, and continuous quality improvement (CQI), this manual’s 10-step process enhances practitioners’ prevention skills while empowering them to plan, implement, and evaluate their own programs. The manual’s text and worksheets address needs and resources assessment; goals and objectives; choosing programs; ensuring program “fit;” capacity, planning, process, and outcome evaluation; CQI; and sustainability. The model presented in the manual is meant to be a best practice process—prescriptive, yet flexible enough to facilitate any prevention program.


The first purpose of this review was to assess the impact of implementation on program outcomes, and the second purpose was to identify factors affecting the implementation process. Results from over 500 quantitative studies offered strong empirical support to the conclusion that the level of implementation affects the outcomes obtained in promotion and prevention programs. Findings from 81 additional reports indicate there are at least 23 contextual factors that influence implementation. The implementation process is affected by variables related to communities, providers, and innovations, as well as aspects of the prevention delivery system (e.g., organizational functioning) and the prevention support system (e.g., T/TA). The collection of implementation data is an essential feature of program evaluations, and more information is needed on which and how various factors influence implementation in different community settings.


A growing number of evidence-based psychotherapies hold the promise of substantial benefits for children, families, and society. These therapies are the product of a tremendous investment in research on interventions over the past few decades. For the benefits of evidence-based programs (EBPs) to be realized on a scale sufficient to be useful to individuals and society, evidence-based psychotherapies need to be put into practice outside of controlled clinical trials. Efforts to make use of EBPs in typical service settings have not gone well. As the EBP movement has unfolded, national reviews across service sectors have documented: the "science-to-service gap," the variability and lack of effectiveness commonly found in typical human services, the lack of sustainability of various pilot and demonstration programs, and the lack of progress toward achieving socially important outcomes. These deficiencies have occurred despite dramatic improvements in the number and quality of evidence-based practices and programs. As indicated in these reviews, the process of putting EBPs into practice is where some of the best therapies fail. Fortunately, there is more of an understanding that the "to" in "science to service" represents implementation, that is, "science implemented in practice."

This article discusses a solution-oriented and incremental approach to solving major social problems. If solve important social problems, such as child abuse, delinquency, and illiteracy, are to be solved, researchers need to generate effective programs that can be replicated, and social service providers need to implement those programs with fidelity. The Teaching-Family Model, based on over 30 years of research, evaluation, and program experience, has been replicated across North America. The article presents an analysis of 792 attempted replications over a period of 15 years. The analysis reveals certain aspects of the treatment program that were found to be sufficient conditions for treatment program implementation and survival. The article describes the "Site services" and presents the implications for effective practices in services for children.

*Implementation research: A synthesis of the literature.* Tampa, FL: University of South Florida, Louis de la Parte Florida Mental Health Institute, National Implementation Research Network. (FMHI Publication No. 231).

This monograph summarizes findings from the review of the research literature on implementation. The review process began by identifying literature reporting any efforts to collect data on attempts to implement practices or programs in any domain, including agriculture, business, child welfare, engineering, health, juvenile justice, manufacturing, medicine, mental health, nursing and social services. Nearly 2,000 citations were found, 1,054 met the criteria for inclusion in the review, and 743 remained after a full text review. There were 377 out of 743 citations deemed to be most relevant, and 22 studies that employed an experimental analysis of implementation factors.


Evidence-based programs will be useful to the extent they produce benefits to individuals on a socially significant scale. It appears the combination of effective programs and effective implementation methods is required to assure consistent uses of programs and reliable benefits to children and families. To date, focus has been placed primarily on generating evidence and determining degrees of rigor required to qualify practices and programs as "evidence based." To be useful to society, the focus needs to shift to defining "programs" to developing state-level infrastructures for statewide implementation of evidence-based programs and other innovations in human services. In this article, the authors explicate a framework for accomplishing these goals and discuss examples of the framework in use.


This article describes a five-step model of intervention research. From lessons learned in their work, the authors developed an outline of core activities in designing and developing social programs. These include: (a) develop problem and program theories, (b) design program materials and measure, (c) confirm and refine program components in efficacy tests, (d) test effectiveness in a variety of practice settings, and (e) disseminate program findings and materials. Last, using a risk and protective factor perspective, they discuss the adaptation of interventions for new settings and populations.

When social workers draw on experience, theory, or data in order to develop new strategies or enhance existing ones, they are conducting intervention research. This relatively new field involves program design, implementation, and evaluation and requires a theory-based, systematic approach. *Intervention Research* presents such a framework. The five-step strategy described ushers the reader from an idea's germination through the process of writing a treatment manual, assessing program efficacy and effectiveness, and disseminating findings. Rich with examples drawn from child welfare, school-based prevention, medicine, and juvenile justice, *Intervention Research* relates each step of the process to current social work practice. It also explains how to adapt interventions for new contexts and provides extensive examples of intervention research in fields such as child welfare, school-based prevention, medicine, and juvenile justice, and offers insights about changes and challenges in the field.


The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) recognizes the complexity of adopting and implementing evidence-based practices in community settings. An important and often underestimated influence in providing quality preventive services is the community context in which the intervention is delivered. This monograph offers a new conceptual framework for implementation. Although the examples exclusively relate to a school setting, the concepts can be generalized to other domains. The intended audience includes practitioners, families, other consumers, policymakers, and researchers.


Measurably reducing child maltreatment requires action from politicians, practitioners, and the public. Internationally, some individuals and groups have pioneered programmes to prevent child maltreatment, or been instrumental in changing strategies or policies to protect children’s rights. Although scholarly papers capture many of these successes, they can omit key points on how to establish and sustain successful interventions. This handbook authored by World Health Organization Europe and Liverpool John Moores University – based on a series of interviews with the world’s leading experts on preventing child maltreatment – aims to fill this gap by providing practical information to policy-makers, practitioners and others on implementing prevention programmes. The handbook describes key principles for selecting and delivering programmes, and important practical considerations, including resources and technical support. This handbook is intended to be used, alongside other resources developed by the WHO Regional Office for Europe, to implement the European child maltreatment prevention action plan.


This report from the Committee on the Quality of Health Care in America makes an urgent call for fundamental change to close the quality gap; recommends a redesign of the American health care system; and provides overarching principles for specific direction for policymakers, health care leaders, clinicians, regulators, purchasers, and others. It offers a set of performance
expectations for the 21st century health care system, a set of 10 new rules to guide patient-clinician relationships, a suggested organizing framework to better align incentives inherent in payment and accountability with improvement in quality, and key steps to promote evidence-based practice and strengthen clinical information systems. Analyzing health care organizations as complex systems, this report also documents the causes of the quality gap, identifies current practices that impede quality care, and explores how systems approaches can be used to implement change.


Implementation science is a relatively young field of research that studies efforts to put improved policies or programs into routine practice. In recent years, the Children's Bureau has placed increasing emphasis on implementation of child welfare system reforms to promote improved outcomes for children, youth, and families. Using an implementation framework from the National Implementation Research Network, this article reviews the relevance of core drivers to child welfare and describes selected examples to illustrate how public agencies can apply and adapt concepts from implementation science to drive and sustain their system reforms.


The article provides information on changes in initiatives for implementing improvements in child welfare systems. Topics discussed include funding raised by Children's Bureau for development of implementation centers, works of the National Implementation Research Network, and infrastructure improvement.


Implementation science is an emerging field of research with considerable penetration in physical medicine and less in the fields of mental health and social services. There remains a lack of consensus on methodological approaches to the study of implementation processes and tests of implementation strategies. This paper addresses the need for methods development through a structured review that describes design elements in nine studies testing implementation strategies for evidence-based interventions addressing mental health problems of children in child welfare and child mental health settings. Randomized trial designs were dominant with considerable use of mixed method designs in the nine studies published since 2005. The findings are discussed in reference to the limitations of randomized designs in implementation science and the potential for use of alternative designs.

The implementation of evidence-based practice (EBP) as a professional model of practice for social work has been suggested as one approach to support informed clinical decision making. However, different barriers and processes have been identified that affect the use of EBP at individual, organizational, and systemic levels. This article describes results from a project that sought to enhance practitioner use of EBP by using a supportive strategy, including training and technical assistance through a partnership between university-based researchers and three social work agencies. Results compare similarities and differences across each of the three agencies in terms of barriers and promoters at the team, organizational, and system levels. They suggest that comprehensive, multilevel interventions are needed to support the use of EBP in social work organizations and that further research is needed to test explicit partnership components. Findings suggest that a multilevel approach has the greatest potential to support implementation of EBP in social agencies.


Scholars, practice professionals, and policymakers should welcome the new era of evidence-based programming and policies, but these constituencies need to be realistic about the complexities, uncertainties, and limitations that lie beneath what could easily become a simplistic process. This paper discusses some of the requirements for the replication of EBPs, suggesting that many of these underlying assumptions are often not met. One of these requirements is the evidence itself, and alternative evidentiary criteria are discussed. A main theme is that, even if a well-documented program exists, implementing it in communities on a broader scale requires different processes that are less well studied. In addition, strategies are discussed that hold the promise of bringing scholars and community stakeholders together in a collaborative process that will build community capacity and create and implement effective programs and services on a broader scale. Finally, the research enterprise itself needs to be transformed to more effectively contribute to program and system community change. Recommendations for improving the process are offered.


This article proposes that the wide-scale implementation of evidence-based practices requires: (1) careful assessment and selection of the “what”; (2) a stage-based approach that provides adequate time and resources for planning and installation activities; (3) the co-creation of a visible infrastructure by a triad of key stakeholders including funders and policymakers, program developers, and implementing sites; and (4) the use of data to guide decision-making and foster curiosity into continuous improvement among grantees. Each of these strategies is explored in greater detail through the lens of the Teen Pregnancy Prevention (TPP) Program, a $100 million initiative overseen by the Office of Adolescent Health (OAH) in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

Over the past decade, the science related to developing and identifying evidence-based programs and practices for children and families has improved significantly. However, the science related to implementing these programs in early childhood settings has lagged far behind. This article outlines how the science of implementation and the use of evidence-based Active Implementation Frameworks (Fixsen, Naoom, Blase, Friedman, & Wallace, 2005) can close the research-to-practice gap in early childhood and ensure sustainable program success. Four implementation frameworks include: Implementation Stages; Implementation Drivers; Policy – Practice Feedback Loops; and Organized, Expert Implementation Support. The authors provide examples and discuss implications for early childhood settings.


This brief introduces key elements of effective implementation within an integrated, stage-based framework. This framework posits that (1) implementation happens in four discernible stages; and (2) three common “threads” or core elements exist across each of these stages. The brief defines these three common elements, demonstrates their basis in previous syntheses of the implementation science literature, and describes the way these elements function at each stage of implementation. This brief includes examples of how this integrative, stage-based framework can be used by early childhood program developers, researchers, and policymakers. An appendix contains a planning tool that captures key activities and questions that arise at each stage for each of the three core implementation elements.


Implementation science is growing in importance among funders, researchers, and practitioners as an approach to bridging the gap between science and practice. The authors addressed three goals to contribute to the understanding of the complex and dynamic nature of implementation. The first goal was to provide a conceptual overview of the process of implementation by synthesizing information from 25 implementation frameworks. The synthesis extends prior work by focusing on specific actions (i.e., the “how to”) that can be employed to foster high quality implementation. The synthesis identified 14 critical steps that were used to construct the Quality Implementation Framework (QIF). These steps comprise four QIF phases: Initial Considerations Regarding the Host Setting, Creating a Structure for Implementation, Ongoing Structure Once Implementation Begins, and Improving Future Applications. The second goal was to summarize research support for each of the 14 QIF steps and to offer suggestions to direct future research efforts. The third goal was to outline practical implications of the findings for improving future implementation efforts in the world of practice. The QIF’s critical steps can serve as a useful blueprint for future research and practice. Applying the collective guidance synthesized by the QIF to the Interactive Systems Framework for Dissemination and Implementation emphasizes that accountability for quality implementation does not rest with the practitioner delivery system alone.


To maximize benefits to children and their families, effective practices need to be used competently in child welfare settings. Since the 1990s, researchers and policy makers have
focused attention on empirically supported interventions. Much less attention has been paid to what is needed to implement these in a range of real-world settings. Without proper implementation, which includes an evaluation strategy from feasibility to fidelity to on-going work on moderators and mediators of program effects, established effective programs can be rendered ineffective in practical application. The paper touches on progress, to date, of implementation science and its application to child welfare programs and practices and highlights a set of practical strategies for implementing empirically supported interventions in child welfare.


Despite a great need for evidence-informed practices (EBPs) in child welfare, very few child welfare systems have implemented evidence-based, case-management models statewide. While the literature on implementation from the perspective of model developers and researchers is steadily increasing, there has been little attention to the process of implementation originating from the reverse direction—by community organizations themselves—or with regard to going-to-scale implementation in child welfare. The Getting To Outcomes (GTO) model, which was originally created to help organizations choose and implement prevention programs, is a promising guide for child welfare systems seeking to initiate systemwide implementation of EBPs. The GTO framework provides a step-by-step guide for surveying a system, building motivation, training, and evaluating. This article will illustrate the statewide implementation of Solution-Based Casework (SB (EPBC), an evidence-based model of case management, by Washington State's Children's Administration, following the GTO framework. Despite some barriers and obstacles, the GTO model proved to be feasible and to aid in the implementation of SBC. The authors discuss the implications for the GTO model as a framework for empowering community organizations to choose and implement relevant EBPs.


This issue’s articles persuasively make the case for evidence-based practices in the child welfare system. The quality of care across the social services is substandard and perilously so in publicly funded settings, such as those that serve child maltreatment. From a research perspective, these articles reflect significant strides in implementation science within child welfare by (1) emphasizing external validity; (2) informing the role of context on implementation success; (3) advancing knowledge about implementation strategies, especially strategies involving provider education; (4) addressing implementation outcomes, notably fidelity, adoption, and sustainability; and (5) demonstrating methodological innovations. Three features of the articles in this special issue emphasize external validity. First, the articles focus on questions that derive from the field. This issue’s articles markedly improve the understanding of empirically supported program (ESP) implementation in child maltreatment. Implementation researchers need to incorporate the kinds of new and innovative methods that can inform the penetration, scale-up, and sustainability of ESPPs in complex systems of care and yet work in everyday practice settings. In short, implementation research must correspond to the knowledge needs, service challenges, and practical realities of child welfare practice.

This article describes and evaluates the implementation of an innovative approach to systems change, the incubation approach, which was developed on a systems change project designed to increase the capacity of multiple systems (e.g., law enforcement, child protection, domestic violence, mental health, and early education) to respond to children's exposure to violence. The incubation approach encourages change agents to collaborate with project staff to gently nurture, or “incubate,” feasible and warranted change in target systems. Project staff gain concrete commitment from motivated and accessible change agents and collaborate with those agents to implement change actions. This approach works well with committed, executive-level change agents in target systems with stable systems that have low turnover and well-integrated subsystems and when seed funds are provided to key organizations.


In this article, the author attempts to merge two themes. First, there is often a large gap between high hopes about impacts of policies or programs and the demonstrated results. He describes four keys/threats to success in any social problem area: theory, implementation, evaluation, and resource/system support. Second, he presents theory and research from over 30 years of work on participation, conducted by him and his colleagues, which can illuminate and be illuminated by theory, implementation, evaluation, and resource/system support. He offers ideas for solutions that increase the probability of success. He concludes with the need to have high hopes tempered by theory and research to develop realistically ambitious solutions to social problems.


Concerns about the gap between science and practice are longstanding. There is a need for new approaches to supplement the existing approaches of research-to-practice models and the evolving community-centered models for bridging this gap. This article presents the Interactive Systems Framework for Dissemination and Implementation that uses aspects of research-to-practice models and of community-centered models. The framework presents three systems: the Prevention Synthesis and Translation System (which distills information about innovations and translates it into user-friendly formats), the Prevention Support System, and the Prevention Delivery System. The framework is intended to be used by different types of stakeholders (e.g., funders, practitioners, and researchers) who can use it to see prevention not only through the lens of their own needs and perspectives, but also as a way to better understand the needs of other stakeholders and systems. It provides a heuristic for understanding the needs, barriers, and resources of the different systems, as well as a structure for summarizing existing research and for illuminating priority areas for new research and action.


This article presents an overview of the papers presented in a special issue of *Children and Youth Services Review*. This special series on implementation issues related to practice and policy in child welfare settings is not exhaustive as it does not discuss all of the studies and
initiatives occurring currently in child welfare systems. However, the papers provide an in-depth discussion of major critical issues in implementation for evidence-based intervention in this complex system, which may be relevant to all innovative initiatives whether or not the interventions have a strong research base. In the next decade, the authors expect robust growth in the research area of implementation science, hopefully related to the improvement of child welfare services and its outcomes in the core domains of safety, permanence, and well-being.

Implementation Research Methods


This is the introduction to a special issue of *Administration and Policy in Mental Health and Mental Health Services* that explains the various articles. The focus for the five papers is on implementation research specific to two child service sectors, child welfare and child mental health. The focus on these sectors is historically and conceptually based. The first decade of studies were observational in design and did not speak to issues related to effective approaches to implementing evidence-based practices in usual care settings, which these papers do.


*Why Decisions Fail* critiques 15 infamously bad decisions that became public debacles. The author examines how these mistakes could have been avoided and explains how any organization’s decision-making process can be improved to prevent such failures. The author began by looking at 400 decisions made by top managers involving such topics as products and services, pricing and markets, personnel policy, technology acquisition, and strategic reorganization. Analyzing how each decision was made, he determined that two out of three decisions were based on failure-prone or questionable tactics. He identifies these key errors and suggests alternatives that have proven successful.


This paper describes the application of mixed method designs in implementation research in 22 mental health services research studies published in peer-reviewed journals over the last 5 years. The analyses revealed seven different structural arrangements of qualitative and quantitative methods, five different functions of mixed methods, and three different ways of linking quantitative and qualitative data together. Complexity of design was associated with number of aims or objectives, study context, and phase of implementation examined. The findings provide suggestions for the use of mixed method designs in implementation research.

An unresolved issue in the field of implementation research is how to conceptualize and evaluate successful implementation. This paper advances the concept of “implementation outcomes” distinct from service system and clinical treatment outcomes. This paper proposes a heuristic, working “taxonomy” of eight conceptually distinct implementation outcomes: acceptability, adoption, appropriateness, feasibility, fidelity, implementation cost, penetration, and sustainability—along with their nominal definitions. The authors propose a two-pronged agenda for research on implementation outcomes. Conceptualizing and measuring implementation outcomes will advance understanding of implementation processes, enhance efficiency in implementation research, and pave the way for studies of the comparative effectiveness of implementation strategies.


There are 565 federally recognized Tribes who are independent, sovereign nations in the United States. These Tribes have varying capacity to manage and administer child welfare programs. Although many have a children's code directing child welfare practice, standardized practice models—including procedures, policies, and subsequent forms and documentation—are not common, and management information systems (MIS) are rare. A virtual implementation model, informed by the Technology Acceptance Model, was undertaken with three Tribal child welfare agencies to design an MIS based on Tribal child welfare practice models. Description and discussion of the implementation process, future research required, and lessons learned from the implementation project are presented. This article will inform Native American Tribes, states who work with Tribes, and rural area agencies similar in context to the Tribal agencies.


The author makes the case for use of a broader range of evidence than that obtained from randomized clinical trials in making funding decisions. She further articulates a set of attributes of effective practice and their own body of evidence supporting their effectiveness.


Many challenges arise in complex, organizational interventions that threaten research integrity. This article describes a Tool for Evaluating Research Implementation Challenges (TECH), developed using a complexity science framework to assist research teams in assessing and managing these challenges. In this article, the authors describe a protocol developed to address the research challenges arising during implementation of two complex interventions in health care organizations. Proposed is a sense-making approach to managing implementation challenges for intervention research in complex settings.
Section II: The PII-TTAP Framework for Training and Technical Assistance

Section II addresses the implementation stages used in the Development, Implementation, and Assessment Approach.

1. Exploration

This section is divided by Exploration topics and activities outlined in the Introduction, beginning with the first three activities: Identify a problem, identify the primary population(s), and examine the reasons/root causes behind the identified needs. It also includes a subsection for articles regarding Teaming.

Identify the Problem, Population(s), and Root Causes

The articles below are relevant to identifying the problem, understanding the characteristics of who is at risk of experiencing the problem, and identifying the root causes of the problem.


Proper management and implementation of an effective child welfare agency requires the constant use of information about the experiences and outcomes of children involved in the system, emphasizing the need for comprehensive, timely, and accurate data. In the past 20 years, there have been many advances in technology that can maximize the potential of administrative data to promote better evaluation and management in the field of child welfare. Specifically, this article discusses the use of knowledge discovery and data mining, which makes it possible to create longitudinal data files from administrative data sources, extract valuable knowledge, and make the information available via a user-friendly public website. This article demonstrates a successful project in North Carolina where knowledge discovery and data mining technology was used to develop a comprehensive set of child welfare outcomes available through a public website to facilitate information sharing of child welfare data to improve policy and practice.


This article examines how rationales for organizational change shape the subsequent change effort. The change process in question is multicultural development in nonprofit human service agencies. Analysis is based on interviews with consultants and practitioners experienced in multicultural development. To further illustrate connections between rationales and outcomes, three case studies are presented. Results indicate that how the organizational change is framed in part determines the degree of change that occurs.


Data mining is the sifting through of voluminous data to extract knowledge for decision-making. This article illustrates the context, concepts, processes, techniques, and tools of data mining using statistical and neural network analyses on a dataset concerning employee turnover. The resulting models and their predictive capability, advantages and disadvantages, and implications for decision support are highlighted.
Teaming

The articles below are relevant to teaming. Constructive and effective teaming is critical for success across the stages of the implementation process.


This guide was designed to help state officials and other program administrators engage and partner with stakeholders in initiatives to improve the quality of child health care. Stakeholders can include a range of people and organizations, such as caregivers, clinicians, advocacy groups, and policymakers. By engaging stakeholders in quality improvement (QI) initiatives, state officials and program administrators can help ensure that the initiatives are implemented effectively, achieve intended outcomes, and contribute to sustainable changes in the quality of child health care. This guide describes a five-step approach to engaging stakeholders. The guide breaks down each step into tasks, lists questions to guide the implementation of each task, and identifies key points to consider when determining what will work best for a state. Although this guide is focused on stakeholder engagement in child health care, the steps and resources provided may also be applicable to engagement efforts in other areas. The guide is based on the early experiences of three States in the CHIPRA Quality Demonstration Grant Program that are using funds to engage stakeholders in meaningful ways.


This article suggests ways to avert team conflict at work. Topics include conducting a comprehensive team launch; training provisions; creating team norms; identifying team problems; and implementing leader feedback.


The purpose of this article is to construct an integrated theoretical model for building effective teams based on a literature review guided by several research questions on all aspects of teams, team building, team member selection, team development, and theoretical constructs that affect the development of effective teams. The principal outcome of this article is a relationship model that is grounded in the teams, teamwork, and team building literature and based on several theoretical frameworks. This rigorous model may be applied consistently among human resource development (HRD) practitioners and scholars to help them build effective teams.

This review examines recent research on groups and teams, giving special emphasis to research investigating factors that influence the effectiveness of teams at work in organizations. Several performance-relevant factors are considered, including group composition, cohesiveness, and motivation, although certain topics (e.g., composition) have been more actively researched than others in recent years and so are addressed in greater depth. Also actively researched are certain types of teams, including flight crews, computer-supported groups, and various forms of autonomous work groups. Evidence on basic processes in—and the performance effectiveness of—such groups is reviewed. Also reviewed are findings from studies of organizational redesign involving the implementation of teams. Findings from these studies provide some of the strongest support for the value of teams to organizational effectiveness. The review concludes by briefly considering selected open questions and emerging directions in group research.


Research has identified five conditions that, when present, increase the probability of team effectiveness.


This paper introduces a team form called an “implementation team”—a team charged with designing and leading the implementation of an organization-wide change strategy—and investigates this team type in a context ripe for change, U.S. public school systems. Unlike prior teams research that has focused on teams as diagnostic collectives or strategic decision-making bodies, this study forwards the notion that teams can be used to implement organizational change. In this study, the authors examined how positional and tenure diversity and work context relate to team member learning, a critical factor in sustaining organizational change. Results from 25 school district instructional improvement strategy teams over two years challenge some basic assumptions regarding what constitutes a “real team.” The authors find that some taken-for-granted aspects of teams, such as team member stability, may not be central or even appropriate when considering “real teams” in this change context; rather than stability of team membership, the stability of members’ roles may matter most. They conclude by suggesting that scholars further investigate this team form and reframe, reconsider, and renew their conceptualizations of “real teams,” especially for teams engaged in implementing organizational change.


This study began with the premise that people can use varying degrees of their selves, physically, cognitively, and emotionally, in work role performances, which has implications for both their work and experiences. Two qualitative, theory-generating studies of summer camp counselors and members of an architecture firm were conducted to explore the conditions at work in which people personally engage, or express and employ their personal selves, and disengage, or withdraw and defend their personal selves. This article describes and illustrates three psychological conditions-meaningfulness, safety, and availability—and their individual and contextual sources. These psychological conditions are linked to existing theoretical concepts, and directions for future research are described.

This article develops the concept of psychological presence to describe the experiential state enabling organization members to draw deeply on their personal selves in role performances, i.e., express thoughts and feelings, question assumptions, innovate. The dimensions of psychological presence are described along with relevant organizational and individual factors. The concept's implications for theory and research about the person-role relationship are described.


In this groundbreaking 1993 article, the authors say that if managers want to make better decisions about teams, they must be clear about what a team is. They define a team as “a small number of people with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, set of performance goals, and approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable.” That definition lays down the discipline that teams must share to be effective. Katzenbach and Smith discuss the four elements—common commitment and purpose, performance goals, complementary skills, and mutual accountability—that make teams function. They also classify teams into three varieties—teams that recommend things, teams that make or do things, and teams that run things—and describe how each type faces different challenges.


Implementation teams were a central strategy used by the Atlantic Coast Child Welfare Implementation Center (ACCWIC) to support efforts to implement change and achieve goals. This brief presents strategies for building, managing, operating, and supporting effective implementation teams. It is intended for those who establish, authorize, and/or lead teams, as well as those who serve as team members. It is particularly designed for child welfare agency staff who are implementation or project directors, and their supervisors and managers. Insights, advice, and lessons learned through trial, error, and success are shared, as well as research on the importance of teams for achieving and sustaining change.


Managers must recognize that they play a central role in effective team building. However, to be successful, managers require a framework to guide their activities. The purpose of this paper is to provide such a framework in the form of a seven-step process that can guide managers in their team-building efforts. The model itself is built upon the assumption that there are identifiable team characteristics that, if present, will help ensure team success. The model presents a set of decision strategies for the selection and sequencing of team-building efforts and interventions. The model is an iterative, multi-staged effort that requires considerable planning and environmental knowledge to successfully implement.
Increasingly, child welfare agencies realize they cannot achieve the outcomes of safety, permanency, and well-being for children by acting on their own. A wide array of “stakeholders”—within agencies, across public organizations, in communities, and in families—must join in the work to achieve these outcomes. Many agencies are shifting from thinking about what the child welfare agency can do to what all the stakeholders can do together to improve outcomes. Successful stakeholder involvement means making collaboration and partnerships a way of life for the agency.


An implementation team is more than a name. Implementation team members have special expertise regarding programs, implementation science and practice, improvement cycles, and organization and system change methods. They are accountable for making it happen; for assuring that effective interventions and effective implementation methods are in use to produce intended outcomes for children and families.


This study compares therapists’ workplace ratings of collective efficacy, collaboration, and teamwork in Norwegian child welfare and child psychiatric agencies. Participating therapists were trained in the Parent Management Training Oregon model (PMTO) as part of a nationwide implementation of the program. Respondents were part of three conditions: (1) PMTO therapists working in agencies with no other PMTO therapists; (2) two PMTO therapists working together in the same agency; and (3) three therapists working together in the same agency. PMTO therapists working in clusters of three appeared to have better experiences with their workplace than therapists with no other PMTO colleagues or those with only one other PMTO colleague. The results of this study suggest that clustering therapists together in groups of at least three may create a better work environment for therapists using newly-implemented interventions.


As with many national and state social service systems, child welfare agencies have traditionally functioned in isolation. A multitude of federal and state laws and policies direct the functions and practices of child welfare systems, setting up an artificial fence around the agency that has created a culture lacking in interprofessional collaborations. However, recent reform efforts have emphasized the importance of engaging the community in discussions and decisions regarding child welfare practice. Child welfare agencies are now expected to work with community leaders, key stakeholders, affiliated service providers, and families to address issues impacting children and families. A major obstacle is determining where to begin, how to proceed, and what is needed to develop those partnerships. This article reports the efforts of one state agency in hurdling that artificial fence to address the overrepresentation of minority children in the system. Through focus group interviews with community members, child welfare staff, and legal
professionals, barriers to community engagement are identified, and recommendations are provided for facilitating meaningful relationships and partnerships between child welfare agencies and the communities they serve.


Improving child and family outcomes is a cornerstone of early childhood education. To improve outcomes, an evidence-based practice or innovation must be selected and the process of implementing that practice or innovation must be effective. Implementation science is the study of the processes needed to bring new practices into widespread use. The stages described in the guide include: (1) exploration; (2) installation; (3) initial implementation; (4) full implementation; and (5) expansion and scale-up. Each stage has specific steps and associated activities. While the stages, steps and activities suggest a linear sequence of events, in actual implementation there is often a more dynamic flow to the work. This guide is based on a review of the literature of implementation science (Fixsen, Naoom, Blase, Friedman, & Wallace, 2005) and the collective experiences of federally funded national centers in conducting state-wide system change initiatives.


Organizations rely upon teams to navigate their complex challenges because collectives can draw upon a wider range of capabilities and social networks to be more adaptive, productive, and safer than individuals (Stagl et al., 2006). Despite the inherent advantages of teamwork, teams of experts often fail to evolve into expert teams (Salas et al., 1997). It is thus meaningful to consider the conditions, processes, and practices that can be instituted to cultivate effective team performance and thereby organizational profitability and viability. This chapter leverages current theory and practice to discuss what it takes to build more effective teams. The authors begin by defining core constructs and concepts that, in turn, serve as platform for identifying levers of change for building more effective teams. Specific levers are then discussed in greater detail.


Implementation teams support the implementation, sustainability, and scale-up of usable interventions by integrating the use of implementation stages, drivers, and improvement cycles. This module is designed to assist new and existing implementation teams in actively building capacity and scaling-up programs and innovations. Active Implementation Hub Modules are short (45-60 minute) online modules designed to be self-paced, or blended with in pre-service and in-service training. They include content, activities, and assessments designed to promote the knowledge and practice of implementation science and scaling-up.

The nature of collaboration has been changing at an accelerating pace, particularly in the last decade. Much of the published work in teams research, however, is still focused on the archetypal team that has well-defined membership, purposes, leadership, and standards of effectiveness—all characteristics that are being altered by changes in the larger context of collaboration. Each of these features is worth attention as a dynamic construct in its own right. This article explores what the teams research community has to gain by researching, theorizing, and understanding the many new forms of contemporary collaboration.


This toolkit was developed for use by Los Angeles Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) in implementing the stakeholder engagement objectives in their strategic plan, however the concepts and materials can be adapted to other child welfare systems and organizations working to develop and implement a comprehensive strategy for engaging and sustaining the input of internal and external stakeholders. This Toolkit was designed to support the consistent integration of stakeholder engagement principles into policies, strategies, and day-to-day operations. It includes an overview of the Los Angeles Department of Children and Family Services’ Stakeholder Engagement Framework, as well as recommended planning, management, and implementation strategies.

**Develop a Theory of Change**

*The articles below are relevant to the Exploration activity of developing a theory of change. This step helps to identify a pathway of change from the root cause of the problem to the desired outcome.*


A theory of change can be a helpful tool for developing solutions to complex social problems. This guide is for planners and evaluators who are going to facilitate a process for creating a theory of change with community-based programs and community-change initiatives. The guide is organized in two sections. Section One answers the question “What is a theory of change?” It provides all the information needed to facilitate a theory of change process with a community group. Section Two is a resource toolbox for the theory of change facilitator.


Using examples from ongoing work with urban school districts, the authors begin from the idea that a theory of change approach “helps make plans for urban education more sensible—more grounded in current research, in demonstrated best practice, and in local experience.” After exploring the roots of the theory of change approach, the authors provide a step-by-step example of how an initial change framework is transformed into a fully articulated theory of
change. The benefits of this planning approach for district-level educational reform are then discussed, and the authors conclude by outlining its implications for educational consultants and TA providers working in diverse education settings.


This paper presents a theory of change approach to evaluating comprehensive community initiatives (CCIs). It describes three stages in carrying out this approach: surfacing and articulating a theory of change; measuring a CCI’s activities and intended outcomes; and analyzing and interpreting the results of an evaluation, including their implications for adjusting the initiative’s theory of change and its allocation of resources. The paper concludes with reflections on the constraints and promise of the approach, including its capacity to reinforce the basic principles of a CCI and to contribute to a knowledge base that can inform future neighborhood-based interventions.


The report aims to draw together Comic Relief staff and partners’ experiences in using theory of change, to identify others in development that are using theory of change and analyze their different approaches and experience, to capture learning from everyone to promote debate, and to help inform what agencies using or advocating for the use of theory of change do next.


Purveyor organizations provide external support to implementers to develop that capacity and to encourage high fidelity implementation behavior. Literature on the theory underlying this type of program is not plentiful. Research shows that detailed, explicit, and agreed-upon program theory contributes to and encourages high-fidelity implementation behavior. This study was designed to develop and depict the program theory underlying the support services delivered by a South African purveyor. This paper describes the methods, results, and recommendations of the study.


These technical papers from ActKnowledge cover core components of the concept of theory of change and key requirements for its effective implementation. The papers are based on the extensive experience of ActKnowledge in developing and implementing theories of change in a variety of settings across the world.

Achieving coherence and integration across staff professional development activities is facilitated when training, coaching, and staff evaluation are guided by a clearly articulated program theory or “theory of change” that describes how skillful practice promotes desired outcomes. The article focuses on a theory of change for wraparound, a widely implemented approach to providing community-based care for children with high levels of mental health and related needs. Training, coaching, and staff evaluation efforts within wraparound programs have typically been linked only very loosely to theory. The authors argue that wraparound’s unique history allowed it to evolve with limited theoretical grounding and then describe a theory of change for wraparound, focusing on the major causal routes that are hypothesized to lead to outcomes. Finally, they provide an extended illustration of how the theory can provide the basis for a coherent and integrated approach to developing the skills and capacities of staff members playing key roles in wraparound implementation.

**Identify a Proposed Solution**

The articles below are relevant to the Exploration activity of identifying a proposed solution to the problem (e.g., when possible, an existing evidence-based or evidence-informed practice) that aligns with the Theory of Change and addresses needs.


This article summarizes the background and basic concepts of EBP, contrasts EBP with traditional approaches, and examines how EBP fits within child welfare and child maltreatment related service systems. The emerging recommendations of best practice workgroups are reviewed, along with evidence across a range of child welfare target areas, including prevention, treatment, and foster care settings. The article concludes with a review of challenges and possible solutions for implementing EBP in child welfare- and child maltreatment-related service systems.


This article examines the extent to which child welfare agencies adopt new practices and identify barriers to and facilitators of adoption of new practices. Data included telephone interviews with the directors of the 92 public child welfare agencies that constituted the probability sample for the first National Survey of Child and Adolescent Well-being (NSCAW). Almost all agencies (94 percent) had started a new program or practice, but only 24.8 percent were evidence based, and strategies used to explore new programs or practices usually involved local or state contracts. Factors that were associated with program success included internal support for the innovation (27.3 percent) and an existing evidence base (23.5 percent). The researchers concluded that directors of child welfare agencies frequently institute new programs or practices, but they are not often evidence based. Because virtually all agencies provide some continuing education, adding discussions of EBPs may spur interest. Reliance on local and state colleagues to explore new programs and practices suggests that developing
well-informed social networks may be a way to increase the spread of evidence-based practices.


This course provides guidance to facilitate selection and implementation of one of the EBPs related to prevention and treatment. It instructs on how to select the program that best matches your organization's needs and carry out the steps necessary to implement the program you choose. A printable version of the course is provided in PDF format.


Despite the burgeoning number of well-validated interventions that have been shown in randomized trials to produce superior outcomes compared to usual services, some estimates are that only 10 percent of public systems deliver evidence-based mental health services. This study evaluates the willingness among county leaders of child public service systems to adopt a new evidence-based model, MTFC, as a way to decrease the prevalence of out-of-home placements. Specifically, the study examines how county-level, socio-demographic factors and child public service system leaders' perceptions of their county's organizational climate influence their decision of whether or not to consider adopting MTFC. The study is part of a larger randomized trial comparing two methods of implementation where counties are randomized to one of three time cohorts and two implementation conditions. System leaders' decisions to consider implementing a new evidence-based model were influenced most by their objective need for the program and next by their perception of the county's organizational climate and motivation to change. These findings highlight the importance of understanding the fit between the needs of the systems or agencies and the potential for addressing those needs with the proposed new program.

**Assess Organizational and System Capacity**

*The articles below are relevant to the Exploration activity of assessing organizational and system capacity to support this change.*


Mental health provider attitudes toward organizational change have not been well studied. Dissemination and implementation of evidence-based practices (EBPs) into real-world settings represent organizational change that may be limited or facilitated by provider attitudes toward adoption of new treatments, interventions, and practices. A brief measure of mental health provider attitudes toward adoption of EBPs was developed and attitudes were examined in relation to a set of provider individual difference and organizational characteristics.

Mental health provider attitudes toward adoption of innovation in general, and toward EBP in particular, are important in considering how best to disseminate and implement EBP. This article explores the role of attitudes in acceptance of innovation and proposes a model of organizational and individual factors that may affect or be affected by attitudes toward adoption of EBP. The author describes a recently developed measure of mental health provider attitudes toward adoption of EBP along with a summary of preliminary reliability and validity findings. The author describes attitudes toward adoption of EBP in regard to provider individual differences and the context of mental health services. Finally, the author discusses potential applications of attitude research to adoption of EBP.


Mental health and social service provider attitudes toward evidence-based practice have been measured through the development and validation of the Evidence-Based Practice Attitude Scale (EBPAS; Aarons, Ment Health Serv Res 6(2):61-74, 2004). Scores on the EBPAS scales are related to provider demographic characteristics, organizational characteristics, and leadership. However, the EBPAS assesses only four domains of attitudes toward EBP. This study expands and further identifies additional domains of attitudes towards evidence-based practice by using a qualitative and quantitative mixed-methods approach to: (1) generate items from multiple sources (researcher, mental health program manager, clinician/therapist); (2) identify potential content domains; and (3) examine the preliminary domains and factor structure through exploratory factor analysis. Participants for item generation included the investigative team, a group of mental health program managers (n = 6), and a group of clinicians/therapists (n = 8). For quantitative analyses, a sample of 422 mental health service providers from 65 outpatient programs in San Diego County completed a survey that included the new items. Eight new EBPAS factors comprised of 35 items were identified. Factor loadings were moderate to large and internal consistency reliabilities were fair to excellent. The authors found that the convergence of these factors with the four previously identified evidence-based practice attitude factors (15 items) was small to moderate suggesting that the newly identified factors represent distinct dimensions of mental health and social service provider attitudes toward adopting EBP. Combining the original 15 items with the 35 new items comprises the EBPAS 50-item version (EBPAS-50) that adds to the understanding of provider attitudes toward adopting EBPs. The authors discuss directions for future research.


Leadership is important in the implementation of innovation in business, health, and allied health care settings. Yet there is a need for empirically validated organizational interventions for coordinated leadership and organizational development strategies to facilitate effective
evidence-based practice (EBP) implementation. This paper describes the initial feasibility, acceptability, and perceived utility of the Leadership and Organizational Change for Implementation (LOCI) intervention. A transdisciplinary team of investigators and community stakeholders worked together to develop and test a leadership and organizational strategy to promote effective leadership for implementing EBPs.


There has been a growing impetus to bridge the gap between basic science discovery, development of evidence-based practices (EBPs) and their availability and delivery in order to improve public health impact of such practices. In seeking to capitalize on factors that support implementation and sustainment of EBPs, it is important to consider that healthcare is delivered within the outer context of public health systems, and the inner context of healthcare organizations and workgroups. Leaders have a key role in determining the nature of system and organizational context. This article addresses the role of leadership across levels in developing strategic climate for EBP implementation within the outer (i.e., system) and inner (i.e., organization, work group) contexts of healthcare. Within the framework of Edgar Schein’s “climate embedding mechanisms,” the authors describe strategies that leaders at the system, organization, and work group levels can consider and apply to develop a strategic climates that support the implementation and sustainment of EBP in healthcare and allied healthcare settings.


Understanding the implementation of EBP in community service settings is critical for the successful translation of research to practice. However, there is limited research evidence about the impact of EBP implementation on the mental health and social service workforce. In a previous study, the authors demonstrated reduced staff turnover where an EBP was implemented with fidelity monitoring in the form of supportive ongoing supervision and consultation. Other research has shown that staff burnout, and emotional exhaustion in particular, is associated with poor quality of care and increased staff turnover intentions and turnover. Current research, however, has focused less on the effects that EBP implementation may have on staff emotional exhaustion. The present study investigates the association of EBP implementation and fidelity monitoring with staff emotional exhaustion in a statewide EBP implementation study. The 21 case-management teams in this study were randomized in a 2 (EBP vs. services as usual [SAU]) by 2 (monitoring vs. no monitoring) design. Results supported the hypotheses in that they found lower emotional exhaustion for staff implementing the EBP, but higher emotional exhaustion for staff receiving only fidelity monitoring and providing SAU. Together, these results suggest a potential staff and organizational benefit to EBP implementation. The authors discuss implications of the findings relative to EBPs and to fidelity monitoring.

This paper examines the association of organizational social context, other organizational factors, and clinician demographics with clinician attitudes toward adopting EBP in a United States national sample of mental health clinicians. Discussed are the methods to an in-person and group-administered study. The study examines these associations with a two-level Hierarchical Linear Modeling analysis of responses to the EBP Attitude Scale at the individual clinician level as a function of the Organizational Social Context measure at the organizational level, controlling for other organization and clinician characteristics.


Despite the expansion of evidence-based interventions (EBIs) into child welfare settings, there are gaps in existing knowledge about how to put them into practice effectively. Implementation scientists suggest that multiple factors influence quality EBI delivery and, ultimately, positive outcomes. To understand the applicability of existing implementation evidence for child welfare settings and to document real-world experiences of EBI implementation in this setting, this study interviewed program staff from two child welfare agencies in two separate states. The authors sought their perspectives on what helps and what hinders EBI implementation. Transcripts were coded and analyzed with a modified analytic induction approach. This analytic technique permitted researchers to confirm or disconfirm prior research on key implementation factors. Findings describe the role of six broad factors consistent with extant literature: process, provider, innovation, client, organizational, and structural. Front-line workers conceptualized these factors as distinct but interrelated and viewed them as influencing the success of EBI implementation. Child welfare staff made several important suggestions, including interactive, engaging training; coaching supports that facilitate high-fidelity implementation alongside well-tailored interventions; organizational supports and leadership that create a welcoming environment for the EBI, including adequate resources for the day-to-day use of the EBI and proactive problem solving to manage the inevitable unforeseen implementation barriers; and, efforts to actively educate and gain the buy-in of external stakeholders.


This study advances research on implementing innovations in child welfare organizations, confirming the association between a positive organizational climate and successful change initiative implementation. Administrators and child welfare workers from six agencies were surveyed using independent samples t-and OLS regressions. The organizational climate dimensions found significant were organization, job, and role, indicating the three agencies that fully implemented a change initiative enjoyed a more positive organizational climate. The organization dimension was also significant for administrators, indicating a more positive climate perception than workers. Supervisor dimension was not significant, indicating no association whether or not the change initiative was implemented.

There is increasing emphasis on the use of evidence-based practices (EBPs) in child welfare settings and growing recognition of the importance of the organizational environment, and the organization’s climate in particular, for how employees perceive and support EBP implementation. Recently, Ehrhart, Aarons, and Farahnak (2014) reported on the development and validation of a measure of EBP implementation climate, the Implementation Climate Scale (ICS), in a sample of mental health clinicians. The ICS consists of 18 items and measures 6 critical dimensions of implementation climate: focus on EBP, educational support for EBP, recognition for EBP, rewards for EBP, selection or EBP, and selection for openness. The goal of the current study is to extend this work by providing evidence for the factor structure, reliability, and validity of the ICS in a sample of child welfare service providers. Survey data were collected from 215 child welfare providers across 3 states, 12 organizations, and 43 teams. Confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated good fit to the six-factor model, and the alpha reliabilities for the overall measure and its subscales was acceptable. In addition, there was general support for the invariance of the factor structure across the child welfare and mental health sectors. In conclusion, this study provides evidence for the factor structure, reliability, and validity of the ICS measure for use in child welfare service organizations.


This paper presents an approach for capturing and incorporating professional values into the prioritization of health care innovations being considered for adoption. Researchers used a Conjoint Analysis (CA) in a single United Kingdom Primary Care Trust to measure the priorities of health care professionals working with women with postnatal depression. Rating-based CA data was gathered using a questionnaire and then mapped onto 12 interventions being considered as a means of improving the management of postnatal depression. This study forms the initial phase in developing a targeted implementation strategy. Also discussed is one solution to the challenge of incorporating clinician preferences into the prioritization of innovations in health care systems.


The Implementation Leadership Scale (ILS) is a brief, pragmatic, and efficient measure that can be used for research or organizational development to assess leader behaviors and actions that actively support effective implementation of evidence-based practices (EBPs). The ILS was originally validated with mental health clinicians. This study validates the ILS factor structure with providers in community-based organizations (CBOs) providing child welfare services. Participants were 214 service providers working in 12 CBOs that provide child welfare services. All participants completed the ILS, reporting on their immediate supervisor. Confirmatory factor analyses were conducted to examine the factor structure of the ILS. Internal consistency reliability and measurement invariance were also examined. Confirmatory factor analyses showed acceptable fit to the hypothesized first- and second-order factor structure. Internal consistency reliability was strong, and there was partial measurement invariance for the first-order factor structure when comparing child welfare and mental health samples. The results
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support the use of the ILS to assess leadership for implementation of EBPs in child welfare organizations.


From the 2007 Aaron Rosen Lecture presented at the annual meeting of the Society for Social Work and Research, the paper begins by describing the gap between what is known about efficacious treatments and other EBPs on the one hand and the services that are provided in actual community-based practice settings on the other to address this gap. The paper calls for the development of a science of implementation effectiveness and describes the author’s research on assessing and changing the social context of mental health and social service organizations as contributing to that effort. The findings of two national studies and one controlled clinical trial are summarized to: (a) link organizational social context to service outcomes, (b) describe a new profiling system for assessing organizational social context, and (c) demonstrate how social context can be changed with planned organizational intervention strategies.


This study examines the association of organizational climate, casework services, and youth outcomes in child welfare systems. Building on preliminary findings linking organizational climate to youth outcomes over a 3-year, follow-up period, the current study extends the follow-up period to 7 years and tests main, moderating, and mediating effects of organizational climate and casework services on outcomes. The study applies Hierarchical Linear Modeling analyses to all 5 waves of the NSCAW with a U.S. nationwide sample of 1,678 maltreated youth aged 4–16 years and 1,696 caseworkers from 88 child welfare systems. Maltreated youth served by child welfare systems with more engaged organizational climates have significantly better outcomes, but a better understanding is needed of the mechanisms that link organizational climate to outcomes. In addition, there is a need for evidence-based organizational interventions that can improve the organizational climates and effectiveness of child welfare systems.


There is widespread interest in measuring organizational readiness to implement EBP in clinical care. However, there are a number of challenges to validating organizational measures, including inferential bias arising from the halo effect and method bias—two threats to validity that, while well-documented by organizational scholars, are often ignored in health services research. The authors describe a protocol to comprehensively assess the psychometric properties of a previously developed survey, the Organizational Readiness to Change Assessment. They propose a comprehensive protocol for validating a survey instrument for assessing organizational readiness to change that specifically addresses key threats of bias related to halo effect, method bias and questions of construct validity that often go unexplored in research using measures of organizational constructs.

Efforts to disseminate and implement EBP in children's mental health service and other human service systems have had limited success. There is evidence that this limited success is in part a function of the characteristics of the human service organizations that provide the services. Human service organizations create a social context for the services they provide, and this context affects the quality and outcomes of the services in a variety of ways. A half century of research in a variety of organizations provides evidence that an organization's social context affects whether new core technologies (of which EBP are an example) are adopted, how they are implemented, and whether they are sustained and effective. This article defines two dimensions of an organization's social context, climate and culture, that have been shown to be particularly important to human service quality and outcomes and reviews current organizational research to identify the potential mechanisms through which climate and culture influence the adoption and implementation of EBP in mental health. The authors also suggest a variety of organizational research methodologies for integrating organizational culture and climate into services and interventions research.


Most of the research on partnerships has centered on health and social care, and while many of the findings remain relevant, public health partnerships concerned with “wicked issues” give rise to a different and more complex set of issues that merit exploration. The study aimed to identify those factors promoting effective partnership working for health improvement, to assess the extent to which partnership governance and incentive arrangements were commensurate with the complexities of the problem, and to explore how far local partnerships contributed to better outcomes for individuals and populations.


Research points to the link between organizational culture and climate and the ability of organizations to implement evidence based practices and to improve outcomes. This PowerPoint presentation discusses why it is important to assess and improve organizational culture and climate, and introduces a tool for child welfare agencies can use to conduct these assessments – the Comprehensive Organizational Health Assessment (COHA).


A comprehensive assessment of organizational functioning and readiness for change (ORC) was developed based on a conceptual model and previous findings on transferring research to practice. It focuses on motivation and personality attributes of program leaders and staff, institutional resources, and organizational climate as an important first step in understanding organizational factors related to implementing new technologies into a program. This article
describes the rationale and structure of the ORC and shows it has acceptable psychometric properties. Results of surveys of over 500 treatment personnel from more than 100 treatment units support its construct validity on the basis of agreement between management and staff on several ORC dimensions, relationships between staff organizational climate dimensions and patient engagement in treatment, and associations of agency resources and climate with organizational stability. Overall, these results indicate the ORC can contribute to the study of organizational change and technology transfer by identifying functional barriers involved.


The study examines the structure and operation of social networks of information and advice and their role in making decisions as to whether to adopt new EBPs among agency directors and other program professionals in 12 California counties participating in a large randomized controlled trial. Interviews were conducted with 38 directors, assistant directors, and program managers of county probation, mental health, and child welfare departments. Grounded-theory analytic methods were used to identify themes related to EBP adoption and network influences. The results showed that systems leaders develop and maintain networks of information and advice based on roles, responsibility, geography, and friendship ties. Networks expose leaders to information about EBPs and opportunities to adopt EBPs; they also influence decisions to adopt EBPs. Individuals in counties at the same stage of implementation accounted for 83 percent of all network ties. Networks in counties that decided not to implement a specific EBP had no extra-county ties. Implementation of EBPs at the 2-year follow up was associated with the size of county, urban versus rural counties, and in-degree centrality. Collaboration was viewed as critical to implementing EBPs, especially in small, rural counties where agencies have limited resources on their own. Successful implementation of EBP requires consideration and use of existing social networks of high-status systems leaders that often cut across service organizations and their geographic jurisdictions.


Several authors have reflected on the underdeveloped state of organizational change theory, research, and practice. An integrative framework is needed to synthesize major approaches to change. The Transtheoretical Model has the potential to do for organizational change what it has done for individual behavior change. Conceptually the stages-of-change dimension can be used to integrate principles and processes of change from divergent models of change. Practically, the stages-of-change dimension can be applied by leaders to reduce resistance, increase participation, reduce dropout, and increase change progress among employees.


This article offers transtheoretical therapy as one alternative when seeking a synthesis for the increasing proliferation of therapeutic systems. From a comparative analysis of 18 leading systems, 5 basic processes of change were identified by the present first author (1979). They are consciousness raising (feedback, education), conditional stimuli (counterconditioning, stimulus control), catharsis (corrective emotional experiences, dramatic relief), choosing (self-
liberation, social liberation), and contingency control (reevaluation, contingency management). Each process can be applied at the level of either the individual's experience or environment. The present authors have identified the following stages of change: contemplation, termination, action, and maintenance. The verbal processes of change—consciousness raising, catharsis, and choosing—are most important during the first two stages, while behavior therapies (conditional stimuli and contingency control) are needed once a commitment is made. It is suggested that, in the transtheoretical model, cognitive restructuring is seen as the result of the individual effectively applying the appropriate processes of change during each of the appropriate stages of change.


There are many challenges when an innovation (i.e., a program, process, or policy that is new to an organization) is actively introduced into an organization. One critical component for successful implementation is the organization's readiness for the innovation. In this article, we propose a practical implementation science heuristic, abbreviated as R = MC2. We propose that organizational readiness involves (a) the motivation to implement an innovation, (b) the general capacities of an organization, and (c) the innovation-specific capacities needed for a particular innovation. Each of these components can be assessed independently and be used formatively. The heuristic can be used by organizations to assess readiness to implement and by training and technical assistance providers to help build organizational readiness. We present an illustration of the heuristic by showing how behavioral health organizations differ in readiness to implement a peer specialist initiative. Implications for research and practice of organizational readiness are discussed.


Implementing innovations in social and health-related service programs is a dynamic stage-based process. This article discusses training, adoption, implementation, and practice as sequential elements of a conceptual framework for effective preparation and implementation of evidence-based innovations. However, systems need to be prepared for change in terms of organizational readiness and functioning as well as their service delivery infrastructure. The author emphasizes practical methods for advancing innovation implementation through collection and applications of better information about staff perceptions of need, organizational climate and resources, leadership commitments to change, and anticipated barriers. The author further presents measurement tools for these constructs, along with evidence of their applications in field studies.


Systematic evaluations of efforts to transfer research-based interventions and procedures into general practice at community drug treatment programs have been limited. However, practical experiences as well as results from studies of technology transfer and organizational behavior in related fields provide a basis for proposing a heuristic model of key factors that influence this process. The successful completion of four stages of activity typically involved in program change (exposure, adoption, implementation, and practice of new interventions) appears to be influenced by several organizational considerations (e.g., institutional readiness for change,
resources, and climate) as well as staff attributes. This article introduces assessment instruments for measuring organizational functioning (based on ratings aggregated for staff and patients in a program), along with preliminary evidence for their validity. The author argues that a better conceptual understanding of the process of program change and common barriers that may be encountered is needed for effectively transferring research to practice.


Innovate and adapt are watchwords for substance abuse treatment programs in today’s environment of legislative mandates, effective new interventions, and competition. Organizations are forced to evolve—ready or not—and those that are ready have superior chances for success and survival. The Texas Christian University Organizational Readiness for Change (ORC) survey is a free instrument, with supporting materials, that substance abuse treatment programs use to assess organizational traits that can facilitate or hinder efforts at transition. This article presents organizational change as a three-stage process of adopting, implementing, and routinizing new procedures; describes the use of the ORC; and outlines a step-by-step procedure for clearing away potential obstacles before setting forth on the road to improved practices and outcomes.


Findings from clinical and natural evaluations for the effectiveness of treatment interventions—especially cognitive and behavioral strategies—have led to renewed calls for transferring these “evidence-based” techniques into practice. This is a complicated task, however, which is itself in need of systematic study. Organizational climate and readiness for change are especially important, and the Texas Christian University Program Change Model provides a conceptual framework to summarize these and other sources of influence on this stage-based process. New analytic strategies and assessment instruments for studying organizational functioning have been developed at the Institute of Behavioral Research for this work.


Contextual fit is a construct that has gained increased attention from those who implement evidence-based interventions across education and human services domains. Contextual fit is based on the premise that the match between an intervention and local context affects both the quality of the intervention implemented and whether the intervention actually produces the outcomes desired for the children and families receiving the intervention. This brief argues that an operational definition, formal measures, and systematic research that guides both policy and practice are needed before assessing the fit of evidence-based interventions for a particular context can become common practice. It encourages current implementers to incorporate efforts to assess and adapt contextual fit into the interventions they intend to adopt. It also encourages the formal development of measurement technology and experimental studies that can further define the role of contextual fit in implementation science.
An emerging body of scholarly work identifies three components of readiness that organizations should address when implementing new EBIs: (a) motivation of people within the organization to adopt new EBIs; (b) general organizational capacities; and (c) intervention-specific capacities. Although a scientific body of knowledge about readiness already exists, there is a need to develop more concrete recommendations for federal agencies and practitioners to use when implementing EBIs. This brief establishes the basics of readiness using the $R=MC^2$ ($R =$ Motivation $\times$ General Capacity and Intervention-Specific Capacity) heuristic, examines some of the policy implications of readiness, and identifies directions for future research.


Evidence-based programs (EBPs) are an increasingly visible aspect of the treatment landscape in juvenile justice. Research demonstrates that such programs yield positive returns on investment and are replacing more expensive, less effective options. However, programs are unlikely to produce expected benefits when they are not well-matched to community needs, not sustained and do not reach sufficient reach and scale. We argue that achieving these benchmarks for successful implementation will require states and county governments to invest in data-driven decision infrastructure in order to respond in a rigorous and flexible way to shifting political and funding climates. We conceptualize this infrastructure as diagnostic capacity and evaluative capacity: Diagnostic capacity is defined as the process of selecting appropriate programing and evaluative capacity is defined as the ability to monitor and evaluate progress. Policy analyses of Washington State, Pennsylvania, and Louisiana's program implementation successes are used to illustrate the benefits of diagnostic and evaluate capacity as a critical element of EBP implementation.


This article describes a theory that treats organizational readiness as a shared psychological state in which organizational members feel committed to implementing an organizational change and confident in their collective abilities to do so. This way of thinking about organizational readiness is best suited for examining organizational changes where collective behavior change is necessary in order to implement the change effectively and, in some instances, for the change to produce anticipated benefits. Testing the theory would require further measurement development and careful sampling decisions. The theory offers a means to reconcile the structural and psychological views of organizational readiness found in the literature. Further, the theory suggests the possibility that the strategies that change management experts recommend may have the same end result. That is, there is no “one best way” to increase organizational readiness for change.

Organizational context, including line worker characteristics and service settings, may help explain the equivocal findings of intervention studies in the field of child welfare. Yet organizational context has been largely ignored in studies of child welfare interventions. The purpose of this article is to expound upon the likely role of the organizational context in explaining service effectiveness in child welfare. The authors review and synthesize several bodies of literature within child welfare and human service organization and administration. A conceptual framework that can be used to guide future child welfare research is then proposed.

2. Installation

Operationalize the Innovation

The documents in this section address the development of both organizational- and system-level support needed for successful implementation of an intervention.

Recruitment and Selection of Staff


See abstract in Section 2: Exploration, Assess Organizational and System Capacity.


See abstract in Section 1: Implementation Frameworks.


The authors review the uses of realistic job previews (RJPs) for recruitment, selection, and retention of child welfare employees. They describe the history of development of RJPs in child welfare, summarize the contents of 10 RJPs, and report on interviews with human resources personnel and other key informants about how RJPs were developed and are used in child welfare recruitment and selection. Outcome data on the effectiveness of RJPs were available from one state, Michigan, and are reported.


See abstract in Section 1: Implementation Frameworks.

It is becoming increasingly important for employees to be able to cope with change in the workplace. This longitudinal study examined a set of individual differences and context-specific predictors of employee openness (i.e., change acceptance and positive view of changes) toward a set of workplace changes. Personal resilience (a composite of self-esteem, optimism, and perceived control) was related to higher levels of change acceptance. Three context-specific variables (information received about the changes, self-efficacy for coping with the changes, and participation in the change decision process) were predictive of higher levels of employee openness to the changes. Lower levels of change acceptance were associated with less job satisfaction, more work irritation, and stronger intentions to quit.


The authors state that the child welfare workforce is the backbone of child welfare service delivery. However, there are longstanding concerns about the recruitment and retention of child welfare staff, particularly in public child welfare agencies. Worker turnover has significant impacts on interventions and relationships with children and families, costs, and workloads. In this article, the authors introduce a special journal issue on strengthening the child welfare workforce. The issue presents a number of strategies to address recruitment, selection, and retention of a competent and caring child welfare workforce. Several of the articles focus on the experiences of federally funded projects, while others introduce and describe a range of strategies employed in other projects and states. An overarching theme emerging from all of the articles is the importance of organizational culture and climate to recruitment and retention. The literature indicates that no single intervention will affect recruitment and retention and that a multipronged approach addressing recruitment, selection, training, professional development, and support is necessary.

Training Staff


See abstract in Section I: Implementation Frameworks.


Effective strategies that increase the extent to which child welfare professionals engage in trauma-informed case planning are needed. This study evaluated two approaches to increase trauma-symptom identification and use of screening results to inform case planning. The first study evaluated the impact of training on trauma-informed screening tools for 44 child welfare professionals who screen all children upon placement into foster care. The second study evaluated a two-stage approach to training child welfare workers on case planning for children’s mental health. Participants included 71 newly hired child welfare professionals, who received a 3-hr training, and 55 child welfare professionals, who participated in a full-day training. Results from the first study indicate that training effectively increased knowledge and skills in administering screening tools, though there was variability in comfort with screening. In the second study, participants self-reported significant gains in their competency in identifying
mental health needs (including traumatic stress) and linking children with evidence-based services. These findings provide preliminary evidence for the viability of this approach to increase the extent to which child welfare professionals are trauma informed, aware of symptoms, and able to link children and youth with effective services designed to meet their specific needs.


See abstract in Section 1: Implementation Frameworks.

**Coaching**


Despite coaching being identified as an important implementation strategy, scant information is available on the core functions of coaching, and few empirical studies are specific to coaching in the child welfare setting. This study explored practitioners' perceptions of the core functions of coaching by using semistructured focus groups with coaches (n=13) and interviews with coaches (n=11) who were delivering the Parent Management Training, Oregon (PMTO) model to families of children in foster care. Four themes were identified as the core functions of coaching: (1) supporting practitioners via strengths-oriented feedback, (2) promoting skill-building via collaboration and active learning strategies, (3) problem solving for appropriate use and adaptation of the EBI with real-world cases, and (4) providing an accountability mechanism for high-fidelity implementation. Collectively, this study's findings build knowledge on the core functions of coaching, which may be a critical strategy for integrating evidence-based interventions (EBI) into usual practice in child welfare settings. The findings suggest that this implementation strategy is more than a simple extension of training. Coaching was viewed as vital for supporting practitioners full adoption of the intervention in their day-to-day practice, fitting an EBI to the complex needs of child welfare families, and ensuring high-quality implementation. Also identified were some unique aspects of PMTO coaching, such as a strict strengths-orientation and observation-based feedback via mandatory video recordings of client sessions. Further research is needed to explore different coaching techniques, protocols, and formats to examine whether certain features promote a more effective path to implementation and, ultimately, client outcomes.


The purpose of this literature review is to define and clarify the terms associated with the coaching and mentoring processes, to provide a detailed description of the purpose of coaching and the coaching process, and to discuss key elements of coaching. Key elements include investing time, understanding roles and challenges, observing people as they work, providing feedback and support, and empowering staff members. This document will also outline the critical components necessary to support teaming and describe the limitations of and barriers to CCTA/Coaching Implementation effective coaching and teaming, including dysfunctional teams and problematic mindsets. Finally, it will identify the critical components necessary to support
the transfer of learning and the practical applications of implementation science as it relates to the Child Welfare.


See abstract in Section 1: Implementation Frameworks.


This presentation defines coaching, highlights the benefits of implementing a coaching system, and offers guiding principles for effective coaching.


This issue provides information on a growing trend in child welfare – using managers, supervisors, peers, trainers, and others to coach staff. It offers a brief definition of coaching and the coaching process, and a discussion of the seven critical components of coaching programs, all illustrated with real world examples of programs already underway. It also highlights the experience of one participant in the Leadership Academy for Middle Managers coaching program, and provides some resources.

Develop or Adapt Implementation Supports

*The documents in this section address the development of both organizational- and system-level support needed for successful implementation of an intervention.*


Implementation of EBP in child welfare is a complex process that is often fraught with unanticipated events, conflicts, and resolutions. To some extent, the nature of the process, problems, and solutions may be dependent on the perspectives and experiences of a given stakeholder group. In order to better understand the implementation process in the child-welfare system, the authors interviewed comprehensive home-based services case managers who were actively engaged in implementing an EBP to reduce child neglect in a state youth services system. Six primary factors were identified as critical determinants of EBP implementation: (1) acceptability of the EBP to the caseworker and to the family, (2) suitability of the EBP to the needs of the family, (3) caseworker motivations for using the EBP, (4) experiences with being trained in the EBP, (5) extent of organizational support for EBP implementation, and (6) impact of EBP on process and outcome of services. These factors reflect two broader themes of attitudes toward or assessments of the EBP itself and experiences with learning and delivering
the EBP. Eventual implementation is viewed as the consequence of perseverance, experience, and flexibility.


The goal of this study is to extend research on EBP implementation by examining the impact of organizational type (public versus private) and organizational support for EBP on provider attitudes toward EBP and EBP use. Both organization theory and theory of innovation uptake and individual adoption of EBP guide the approach and analyses in this study. Private agencies provided greater support for EBP implementation, and staff working for private agencies reported more positive attitudes toward adopting EBP. Organizational support for EBP partially mediated the association of organization type on provider attitudes toward EBP. Organizational support was significantly positively associated with attitudes toward EBP and EBP use in practice. This study offers further support for the importance of organizational context as an influence on organizational support for EBP and provider attitudes toward adopting EBP. The study demonstrates the role organizational support in provider use of EBP in practice. This study also suggests that organizational support for innovation is a malleable factor in supporting use of EBP. Greater attention should be paid to organizational influences that can facilitate the dissemination and implementation of EBPs in community settings.


Adaptations are often made to EBPs by systems, organizations, and/or service providers in the implementation process. The degree to which core elements of an EBP can be maintained while allowing for local adaptation is unclear. In addition, adaptations may also be needed at the system, policy, or organizational levels to facilitate EBP implementation and sustainment. This paper describes a study of the feasibility and acceptability of an implementation approach, the Dynamic Adaptation Process (DAP), designed to allow for EBP adaptation and system and organizational adaptations in a planned and considered, rather than ad hoc, way. The DAP involves identifying core elements and adaptable characteristics of an EBP, then supporting implementation with specific training on allowable adaptations to the model, fidelity monitoring and support, and identifying the need for and solutions to system and organizational adaptations. In addition, this study addresses a secondary concern, that of improving EBP model fidelity assessment and feedback in real-world settings.


To help inform drug abuse prevention research in school settings about the issues surrounding implementation, the authors conducted a review of the fidelity of implementation research literature spanning a 25-year period. Fidelity has been measured in five ways: (1) adherence, (2) dose, (3) quality of program delivery, (4) participant responsiveness, and (5) program differentiation. Definitions and measures of fidelity were found not to be consistent across studies, and new definitions are proposed. While there has been limited research on fidelity of
implementation in the social sciences, research in drug abuse prevention provides evidence that poor implementation is likely to result in a loss of program effectiveness. Studies indicate that most teachers do not cover everything in a curriculum; they are likely to teach less over time; and training alone is not sufficient to ensure fidelity of implementation. Key elements of high fidelity include teacher training and program, teacher, and organizational characteristics. The review concludes with a discussion of the tension between fidelity and reinvention/adaptation, and ways of resolving this tension.


This study examined the factors that are important to successful implementation and sustainability of evidence-based interventions in school settings. Developers of interventions that have been designated as “evidence-based” in multiple vetted lists and registries available to schools participated in a structured interview. The interview focused on potential facilitators and barriers to implementation and sustainability of their intervention. The interviews were transcribed and coded to identify similarities and differences among the responses, as well as themes that cut across participants. Results indicated that those concerned with effective implementation and sustainability need to address several areas: (a) development of principal and other administrator support; (b) development of teacher support; (c) development of financial resources to sustain practice; (d) provision of high-quality training and consultation to ensure fidelity; (e) alignment of the intervention with school philosophy, goals, policies, and programs; (f) ensuring that program outcomes and impact are visible to key stakeholders; and (g) development of methods for addressing turnover in school staff and administrators.


The purpose of this paper is to characterize the performance measurement system by identifying its cornerstone peculiarities in municipalities. Analysis revealed that performance measurement is an inevitable tool for municipalities to improve public services. However, due to its complexity, the biggest attention should be paid to the organizational structure, actors who perform their roles, different objectives, their versatility, and the environment. In addition, this system is inconceivable without engaged leadership, learning, and culture. Interpretations of these results highlighted the peculiarities to be considered when creating, developing, and implementing performance measurement in municipalities. The primary research question answered in this paper is: How is the performance measurement system diverse in municipalities?


Wandersman’s Interactive Systems Framework for Dissemination and Implementation elaborates on the functions and structures that move EBPs from research to practice. Inherent in that process is the tension between implementing programs with fidelity and the need to tailor programs to fit the target population. The authors propose Planned Adaptation as one approach
to resolve this tension, with the goal of guiding practitioners in adapting EBPs so that they maintain core components of program theory while taking into account the needs of particular populations. Planned Adaptation is a form of capacity building within the Prevention Support System that provides a framework to guide practitioners in adapting programs while encouraging researchers to provide information relevant to adaptation as a critical aspect of dissemination research, with the goal of promoting wider dissemination and better implementation of EBPs.


This article initially provides an overview of the authors’ conceptualization of fidelity of implementation in the context of this development evaluation. Then they address related evaluative challenges, including initial ones such as defining roles and developing partnerships, before turning their attention to subsequent programmatic concerns, including shifting Education Connection’s organizational mindset to increase focus on fidelity measurement while simultaneously recognizing that core aspects of the program were not completely finalized (meaning that implementation fidelity measurement was not completely established). Thus, program developers and evaluators, both internal and external, had to determine what to measure, figure out how to measure, and create fidelity cookbooks to aid developers, evaluators, practitioners, and others in understanding this relatively new world of fidelity implementation.


This paper reports on case study research examining organizational processes that support and facilitate an EBP approach in a large, nongovernmental Australian human service organization. A case study is used to illustrate the implementation of EBP as an organizational change process. EBP implementation is presented as a systemic process reliant on executive leadership and organizational culture. Qualitative findings suggest that effective EBP implementation requires engagement of staff across the organization. Strategies for staff engagement are identified, including the development of communities of practice. A model for organizational analysis is presented to assist preparation for EBP implementation.


All too often the reports of community research and action are presented in an historical and decontextualized fashion focused more on the content of what was done than on the process of how the work was done and why. The story of the university-community partnership and the family literacy intervention that was developed illustrates the importance of several key process variables in project development and implementation. More specifically, the role of the social-ecological context, prehistory, personality, self-correction, and unexpected serendipitous events are discussed. The authors state that to conduct work in the most efficient and effective manner possible, make it available for replication, and develop standards of “best practice” that are meaningful, then communication regarding process must shift from the anecdotal to a position of central importance.

The study examined how teachers' psychological experiences of burnout and efficacy, as well as perceptions of curriculum supports (e.g., coaching), were associated with their implementation dosage and quality of Promoting Alternative Thinking Strategies, a social-emotional curriculum. Results revealed that teachers' psychological experiences and perceptions of curriculum supports were associated with implementation. Teacher burnout was negatively associated, and efficacy was positively associated with implementation dosage. Teachers who perceived their school administration as more supportive reported higher implementation quality, and positive perceptions of training and coaching were associated with higher levels of implementation dosage and quality. Teachers who reported the highest levels of burnout and the most negative perceptions of curriculum supports reported the lowest levels of implementation dosage and quality. The findings suggest that both individual and organizational factors are related to self-reported implementation and may be important to address in order to maximize the effectiveness of school-based curricula.


This paper focuses on integrated health services but also takes into account how health services are influenced by the health system, managed by programs, and made up of interventions. Applied are principles in existing comprehensive monitoring and evaluation (M&E) frameworks in order to outline a systematic approach to the M&E of integration for the country level. The approach is grounded by first defining the country-specific health challenges that integration is intended to affect. Finally, the paper recommend improvements to the health information system and in data use to ensure that data are available to inform decisions, because changes in the M&E function to make it more integrated will also facilitate integration in the service delivery, planning, and governance components.


Evidence-based methods for assisting consumers, such as counties, in successfully implementing practices are lacking in the field of implementation science. To fill this gap, the Community Development Teams (CDT) approach was developed to assist counties in developing peer networks focused on problem solving and resource sharing to enhance their possibility of successful implementation. CDT is an interactive, solution-focused approach that shares many elements of the Interactive Systems Framework for Dissemination and Implementation. An ongoing randomized implementation trial of Multidimensional Treatment Foster Care (MTFC) was designed to test the hypothesis that such interactive implementation methods are more successful at helping counties achieve successful and sustainable MTFC programs than standard, individualized implementation methods. Using the Stages of Implementation Completion measure, developed for this study, the potential benefit of these interactive methods is examined at different stages of the implementation process, ranging from initial engagement to program competency.
Response Ability Pathways (RAP) training was provided for all staff working with emotionally challenged students in a large, county-wide school setting. To generalize these new skills and imbed them in the school culture, specific strategies were used to engage parents, students, and staff in building a climate of respect. This report covers the challenges of making RAP a reality; a description of the students, parents, and staff of the program; and other key training methods.


This article describes an implementation project in which parent–child interaction therapy was adapted for and tested within foster parent training services. The authors recount multiple steps involved in translating an evidence-based intervention to child welfare services: (1) specifying the child welfare context for implementation and testing purposes, choosing an intervention model that responded to child welfare service needs, and tailoring the model for the child welfare setting; (2) securing external funding and initiating sustainability plans; and (3) forging a university–community partnership. The article concludes with a discussion of promising preliminary study results, future implementation plans, and lessons learned.


Early research on moving empirically-supported practices into common use has tended to analyze and approach the matter with too limited a procedural framework and with too little attention to context. This document highlights information that can help advance work on what is widely called the "implementation problem." Specifically, it frames the process in terms of the diffusion of innovations. The authors stress that such diffusion is being carried out in organized settings that have well-established institutional cultures and infrastructures that must change if effective widespread application is to occur. From this perspective, the implementation problem becomes one of diffusing innovation through major systemic change. It encompasses facilitating organizational changes that lead to effective adoption/adaptation of a prototype at a particular site and the added complexities of system-wide replication-to-scale.


An individual or organization that sets out to implement an innovation (e.g., a new technology, program, or policy) generally requires support. In the Interactive Systems Framework for Dissemination and Implementation, a Support System should work with Delivery Systems (national, state and/or local entities, such as health and human service organizations, community-based organizations, or schools) to enhance their capacity for quality implementation of innovations. The literature on the Support System has been under-
researched and underdeveloped. This article begins to conceptualize theory, research, and action for an evidence-based system for innovation support (EBSIS). EBSIS describes key priorities for strengthening the science and practice of support. The major goal of EBSIS is to enhance the research and practice of support in order to build capacity in the Delivery System for implementing innovations with quality, and thereby, help the Delivery System achieve outcomes. EBSIS is guided by a logic model that includes four key support components: tools, training, T/A, and quality assurance/quality improvement. EBSIS uses the Getting To Outcomes approach to accountability to aid the identification and synthesis of concepts, tools, and evidence for support. The article concludes with some discussion of the current status of EBSIS and possible next steps, including the development of collaborative, researcher-practitioner-funder-consumer partnerships to accelerate accumulation of knowledge on the Support System.

**Fidelity Assessment**


This article discusses methods of preservation of treatment fidelity in health behavior change trials conducted in public health contexts. The treatment fidelity framework provided by the National Institutes of Health's Behavioral Change Consortium includes five domains of treatment fidelity: Study Design, Training, Delivery, Receipt, and Enactment. A measure of treatment fidelity was previously developed and validated using these categories. Strategies for assessment, monitoring, and enhancing treatment fidelity within each of the five treatment fidelity domains are discussed. The previously created measure of treatment fidelity is updated to include additional items on selecting providers, additional confounders, theory testing, and multicultural considerations. The article concludes that implementation of a treatment fidelity plan may require extra staff time and costs. However, the economic and scientific costs of lack of attention to treatment fidelity are far greater than the costs of treatment fidelity implementation. Maintaining high levels of treatment fidelity, with flexible adaptation according to setting, provider, and patient, is the goal for public health trials.


The large gap between intervention outcomes demonstrated in efficacy trials and the apparent ineffectiveness of these same programs in community settings has prompted investigators and practitioners to look closely at implementation fidelity. Critically important, but often overlooked, are the implementers who deliver EBPs—the effectiveness of programs cannot surpass the skill levels of the people implementing them. This article distinguishes fidelity at the programmatic level from implementer fidelity. Two components of implementer fidelity are defined. Implementer adherence and competence are proposed to be related but unique constructs that can be reliably measured for training, monitoring, and outcomes research. The article provides observational measures from a school-based, preventive intervention and illustrates the unique contributions of implementer adherence and competence. Distinguishing implementer adherence to the manual and competence in program delivery is a critical next step in child mental health program implementation research.

The authors examined the extent to which program integrity (i.e., the degree to which programs were implemented as planned) was verified and promoted in evaluations of primary and early secondary prevention programs published between 1980 and 1994. Only 39 of 162 outcome studies featured specified procedures for the documentation of fidelity. Of these, only 13 considered variations in integrity in analyzing the effects of the program. Lowered adherence to protocol was often associated with poorer outcome. There was mixed evidence of dosage effects. The omission of integrity data, particularly measures of adherence, may compromise the internal validity of outcome studies in the prevention literature. The authors do not view procedures for integrity verification as inconsistent with the adaptation of interventions to the needs of receiving communities.


See abstract in Section I: Implementation Frameworks.


When effective interventions are implemented in real-world conditions, it is important to evaluate whether the programs are practiced as intended. This article presents the Fidelity of Implementation Rating System (FIMP), an observation-based measure assessing competent adherence to the Oregon model of Parent Management Training (PMTO). FIMP evaluates five dimensions of competent adherence to PMTO (i.e., knowledge, structure, teaching skill, clinical skill, and overall effectiveness) specified in the intervention model. Predictive validity for FIMP was evaluated with a subsample of stepfamilies participating in a preventive PMTO intervention. As hypothesized, high FIMP ratings predicted change in observed parenting practices from baseline to 12 months. The rigor and scope of adherence measures are discussed.


The implementation efforts of 65 early childhood professionals involved in the Getting Ready project, an integrated, multisystemic intervention that promotes school readiness through parent engagement for children from birth to age 5, were investigated. Digital videotaped records of professionals engaged in home visits with families across both treatment and comparison conditions were coded objectively using a partial–interval recording system to identify and record early childhood professionals' implementation of intervention strategies and their effectiveness in promoting parent engagement and interest in their child. Adherence, quality of intervention delivery, differentiation between groups, and participant responsiveness were assessed as multiple dimensions of fidelity. Early childhood professionals in the treatment group relative to the comparison group demonstrated greater frequency of adherence to some intervention strategies, as well as higher rates of total strategy use. In addition, significant positive relationships were found between years of experience, education and quality of intervention delivery. Quality of intervention delivery was different by program type (Early Head Start versus Head Start). Adherence in the treatment group was correlated with the rate of contact between parent and early childhood professional during the home visit.

The author defines fidelity and its components, looks at the factors influencing it, examines profidelity versus adaption, and describes studies examining fidelity.


Fidelity may be defined as the extent to which delivery of an intervention adheres to the protocol or program model originally developed. Fidelity measurement has increasing significance for evaluation, treatment effectiveness research, and service administration. Yet few published studies using fidelity criteria provide details on the construction of a valid fidelity index. The purpose of this review article is to outline steps in the development, measurement, and validation of fidelity criteria, providing examples from health and education literatures. The authors further identify important issues in conducting each step. Finally, the authors raise questions about the dynamic nature of fidelity criteria, appropriate validation and statistical analysis methods, the inclusion of structure and process criteria in fidelity assessment, and the role of program theory in deciding on the balance between adaptation versus exact replication of model programs. Further attention to the use and refinement of fidelity criteria is important to evaluation practice.


This paper addresses how treatment fidelity and related constructs (e.g., program implementation) can be assessed in alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health services research. First, it introduces definitions of fidelity and related concepts and then describes various concepts and tools from program evaluation that have proven useful for assessing fidelity. Next, several of these are illustrated in detail through a case study of a multisite fidelity assessment in substance abuse services research, the process evaluation of the NIAAA Homeless Cooperative Agreement Program. This evaluation included analysis of implementation at the program- and participant-level; the development of scales from the individual services data to estimate intervention strength, fidelity, and "leakage" (i.e., the degree to which services intended exclusively for intervention groups were inadvertently delivered to comparison groups); and the methods with which these data were used to assess whether programs were implemented as planned.


Little is known about the trajectories over time of classroom teachers’ fidelity to drug prevention curricula. Using the "Concerns-Based Adoption Model" (C-BAM) as a theoretical framework, the authors hypothesized that teachers’ fidelity would improve with repetition. Participants comprised 23 middle school teachers who videotaped their administration of 3 entire iterations of the All Stars curriculum. Investigators coded two key curriculum lessons, specifically assessing the proportion of activities of each lesson teachers attempted and whether they
omitted, added, or changed prescribed content, or delivered it using new methods. Study findings provided only partial support for the C-BAM model. Considerable variability in teachers' performance over time was noted suggesting that their progression over time may be nonlinear and dynamic and, quite possibly, a function of their classroom and school contexts. There was also evidence that, by their third iteration of All Stars, teachers tended to regress toward the baseline mean. That is, the implementation quality of those that started out with high levels of fidelity tended to degrade, while those that started out with very low fidelity to the curriculum tended to improve. Study findings suggest the need for ongoing T/TA, as well as "just in time" messages delivered electronically; but it is also possible that some prevention curricula may impose unrealistic expectations or burdens on teachers' abilities and classroom time.


Fidelity measurement is critical for testing the effectiveness and implementation in practice of psychosocial interventions. Adherence is a critical component of fidelity. The purposes of this review were to catalogue adherence measurement methods and to assess existing evidence for the valid and reliable use of the scores that they generate and the feasibility of their use in routine care settings. A systematic literature search identified articles published between 1980-2008 reporting studies of evidence-based psychosocial treatments for child or adult mental health problems, including mention of adherence or fidelity assessment. Coders abstracted data on the measurement methods and clinical contexts of their use. Three hundred forty-one articles were reviewed, in which 249 unique adherence measurement methods were identified. These methods assessed many treatment models, although more than half (59 percent) assessed cognitive behavioral treatments. The measurement methods were used in studies with diverse clientele and clinicians. The majority (71.5 percent) of methods were observational. Information about psychometric properties was reported for 35 percent of the measurement methods, but adherence-outcomes relationships were reported for only 10 percent. Approximately one-third of the measures were used in community-based settings. Many adherence measurement methods have been used in treatment research; however, little reliability and validity evidence exists for the use of these methods. That some methods were used in routine care settings suggests the feasibility of their use in practice; however, information about the operational details of measurement, scoring, and reporting is sorely needed to inform and evaluate strategies to embed fidelity measurement in implementation support and monitoring systems.


Implementation science in mental health is informed by other academic disciplines and industries. Conceptual and methodological territory charted in psychotherapy research is pertinent to two elements of the conceptual model of implementation posited by Aarons and colleagues (2010), implementation fidelity and innovation feedback systems. Key characteristics of scientifically validated fidelity instruments and of the feasibility of their use in routine care are presented. The challenges of ensuring fidelity measurement methods that are both effective (scientifically validated) and efficient (feasible and useful in routine care) are identified, as are examples of implementation research attempting to balance these attributes of fidelity measurement.

This article is a case study of an effort to implement and measure the fidelity of a child welfare intervention, family team meetings (FTMs). It describes the challenges practitioners faced in implementing FTMs and discusses the evaluation challenges encountered in specifying, measuring, and reporting on model fidelity. It presents the findings of an interim fidelity assessment and the implications for next steps in the program evaluation. The authors reach a three-fold conclusion: (a) The use of fidelity assessment can aid practitioners to focus on the specifics of their implementation; (b) Qualitative factors related to program implementation and local context are critically important to evaluation efforts; and (c) Fidelity criteria can provide the basis for targeted outcome measurement.

**Identification and Use of Data**


This report is designed to help systems make smart decisions about using data effectively and efficiently. It may be particularly useful for child welfare administrators, quality improvement staff, and evaluators, but it is intended for a broad audience, including anyone with an interest in using child welfare data in useful, relevant ways. In this report, readers will gain insights to maximize the value of their data collection efforts, integrate findings from their data with ongoing planning and decision-making, and sustain data collection to support ongoing change and implementation efforts.


An outcomes management system (OMS) greatly facilitates an organization or state achieving requirements regarding accountability and use of empirically-based interventions. A case example of the authors’ experience with a successful and enduring OMS is presented, followed by a review of the literature and a proposed model delineating the key components and benefits of an OMS. Building capacity to measure performance requires embedding utilization of youth-specific, clinically meaningful outcome data into the organization’s processes and structures. An OMS measures outcomes associated with services, facilitates implementation of evidence-based practices, informs case decision-making, enables better and more efficient clinical management, and provides aggregated information used to improve services. A case-specific supervisory model based on instantaneously available information, including progress to date, helps maximize consumer outcomes. CQI activities, which are data based and goal oriented, become a positive change management tool. This paper describes organizational processes that facilitate the development of a highly functional OMS.
Leadership


In healthcare and allied healthcare settings, leadership that supports effective implementation of evidenced-based practices (EBPs) is a critical concern. However, there are no empirically validated measures to assess implementation leadership. This paper describes the development, factor structure, and initial reliability and convergent and discriminant validity of a very brief measure of implementation leadership: the Implementation Leadership Scale (ILS).


See abstract in Section 2: Exploration, Assess Organizational and System Capacity.


See abstract in Section 2: Exploration, Assess Organizational and System Capacity.


Leadership is important in practice change, yet there are few studies addressing this issue in mental health and social services. This study examined the differential roles of transformational (i.e., charismatic) leadership and leader-member exchange (i.e., the relationship between supervisors and their direct service providers) on team innovation climate (i.e., openness to new innovations) and provider attitudes toward EBP during a statewide, evidence-based practice implementation (EBPI) of an intervention to reduce child neglect. Multiple group path analysis was used to examine associations of transformational leadership and leader-member exchange with innovation climate and attitudes toward adoption and use of EBP. The authors concluded that strategies designed to enhance supervisor transformational leadership have the potential to facilitate implementation efforts by promoting a strong climate for EBPI and positive provider attitudes toward adoption and use of EBP.


This study examined leadership, organizational climate, staff turnover intentions, and voluntary turnover during a large-scale statewide behavioral health system reform. The initial data
collection occurred 9 months after initiation of the reform, with a follow-up round of data collected 18 months later. A self-administered structured assessment was completed by 190 participants (administrators, support staff, providers) employed by 14 agencies. Key variables included leadership, organizational climate, turnover intentions, turnover, and reform-related financial stress (“low” versus “high”) experienced by the agencies. Analyses revealed that positive leadership was related to a stronger empowering climate in both high- and low-stress agencies. However, the association between more positive leadership and lower demoralizing climate was evident only in high-stress agencies. For both types of agencies, empowering climate was negatively associated with turnover intentions, and demoralizing climate was associated with stronger turnover intentions. Turnover intentions were positively associated with voluntary turnover. Results suggest that strong leadership is particularly important in times of system and organizational change and may reduce poor climate associated with turnover intentions and turnover. Leadership and organizational context should be addressed to retain staff during these periods of systemic change.


This guidance is addressed specifically to public child welfare directors and their immediate executive teams. It offers guidance on where leaders and their teams should spend their time and energy, how to assess and align critical key processes (e.g., human resources) to support the strategy of the agency, and how leadership is embedded and experienced throughout an agency.


Numerous studies have shown that a comprehensive and unifying leadership model, with an associated defined set of leadership competencies, has largely been absent from the field of human services. In the complex and turbulent field of child welfare, leadership skills are necessary at all levels of the agency. The purpose of this article is to describe a leadership model specific to child welfare developed by the National Child Welfare Workforce Institute and to provide examples of how its application in a national training and capacity-building program has led to personal leadership development and systems change.


As the global marketplace becomes more dynamic and competitive, organizations must become more efficient, effective, and productive. To do this they need to move away from a “command and control” leadership style. The role of the manager is shifting to that of a team leader and team builder. New leaders must have buy-in to the decisions being made rather than simply relying on their position in the hierarchy to get results.


This paper examines the nature of transformational leadership and its relation to teachers’ changed practices within the context of a Dutch, large-scale innovation. It presents two
qualitative studies and a survey. The qualitative studies produced three dimensions of transformational leadership: vision, individual consideration, and intellectual stimulation. Within the framework of the survey, these dimensions were further operationalized and exploratively related to teachers’ concerns, learning activities, and changed practices. The results indicate the significance of the dimensions of transformational leadership in relation to changed teacher practices. The results also suggest the significance of intervening constructs for future research into the impact of leadership on changed teacher practices.


The article focuses on work conducted by Merced County Human Service Agency (HSA) in California. HSA has been involved in several programs and has initiated several new employee orientations to help new employees get accustomed to their work environment. HSA provides several education programs and certificates in social work and, in collaboration with University of California - Merced, initiated a program for foster care and for improving father-child relations.


So many of the world’s problems, and the issues that businesses and people face every day, can seem intractable and unsolvable. The authors propose a new way to lead the charge to change: “Adaptive leadership” calls for shedding outdated approaches and embracing new skills and attitudes to guide organizations in the 21st century. At the heart of adaptive leadership practice is the idea that, if a system is broken, it must be diagnosed and remedied by taking risks and challenging the status quo in order to provoke change. The authors’ counsel combines wisdom from psychology, biology, language, and business with self-assessment to help readers face ongoing challenges. Filled with useful exercises, real-life examples, and thoughtful asides, their book can help companies make difficult decisions about change.


The Empirical Implications of Theoretical Models (EITM) initiative in political science aims to improve empirical inquiry by strengthening its theoretical foundations. This article reviews the central features of the initiative, especially its emphasis on the development of empirically useful formal theory and the establishment of a direct link between theory and statistical estimation. The article then illustrates the EITM method with an application to a public administration topic. Specifically, the authors develop a game-theoretic model of policy implementation in order to examine the role of leadership commitment to reform in a staff’s decision to use performance information. The article then discusses some of the empirical implications of the theoretical model and examines a couple of them by analyzing data from a 2007 Government Accountability Office survey of federal agency managers. Consistent with the theoretical model, the statistical analysis reveals that leadership commitment is not positively related to performance information use when one focuses on low-to-moderate levels of commitment. The authors conclude with a discussion of this example and the potential benefits of using the EITM method in public administration research.
Leading implementation in child welfare agencies and systems is exciting and challenging work. Leaders must have a clear and consistent vision, be able to marshal organizational supports, and inspire their staff to undertake the hard, sometimes risky work of changing practice. Leadership vision is a more effective catalyst for organizational change when a framework that supports others in operationalizing the vision guides it. The Atlantic Coast Child Welfare Implementation Center (ACCWIC) drew from the National Implementation Research Network’s implementation science framework to guide its work with agency leaders and their implementation teams in planning and implementing practice changes and achieving desired outcomes. The following lessons come from five years of implementation work in six states, which included intensive collaboration with the state agencies' child welfare directors. Some of these lessons surfaced at the outset, while others became apparent after significant trial and error.


This paper suggests that, as the focus on “leadership” has intensified over recent years, the quality of management in both public and private sectors has diminished. The two phenomena may be linked. The capacity to run things properly and to manage people in a dignified and productive way has been trammeled by an over-emphasis on the behavioral and a consequent under-emphasis on authority, role clarity, and task. The managerial vacuum thus created has been filled, imperfectly, by executive coaching and a range of other “learning and development” stratagems. In the real world of complex systems, management and leadership are merely opposite sides of the same coin.


Some organizations seek to become learning organizations. Yet implementation is elusive and is not often based on research about what constitutes a learning culture. Over the past 16 years, a model of a learning organization was developed that draws on both the literature and organizational case studies. However, organizations wanted a way to diagnose their current status and guide change, and scholars wanted better measures of learning to compare organizations and to explore links between organizational learning and the performance of the firm. The solution was to develop and validate an instrument that addresses these needs.


What can school leaders really do to increase student achievement, and which leadership practices have the biggest impact on school effectiveness? For the first time in the history of leadership research in the United States, here is a book that answers these questions definitively and gives a list of leadership competencies that are research based. Drawing from 35 years of studies, the authors explain critical leadership principles that every administrator needs to know: (1) 21 leadership responsibilities that have a significant effect on student
learning and the correlation of each responsibility to academic achievement gains; (2) the
difference between first-order and second-order change and the leadership responsibilities, in
rank order, that are most important for each; (3) How to choose the right work to focus on to
improve student achievement; (4) the advantages and disadvantages of comprehensive school
reform models for improving student achievement; (5) 11 factors and 39 actions that help take a
site-specific approach to improving student achievement; and (6) a 5-step plan for effective
school leadership that includes a strong team, distributed responsibilities, and 31 team action
steps.


The Interactive Systems Framework for Dissemination and Implementation (NCWWI)
recognizes that child welfare leaders are change agents and must possess certain
competencies in order to do their jobs effectively and to lead child welfare agencies into the
future. Competencies are the knowledge, skills, and abilities that leaders acquire, which are
necessary to achieve job performance and to attain agency goals. To guide its work, the
NCWWI explored multiple competency models of leadership and adopted a competency
framework that reflects the multidimensional nature of the child welfare field and the
respective complex and diverse body of knowledge and skills. The document describes its
approach and resource documents used as the basis for the competency framework.

Panzano, P.C., Seffrin, B., Chaney-Jones, S., Roth, D., Crane-Ross, D., Massatti, R., et al.
(2004). The innovation diffusion and adoption research project (IDARP). In D. Roth & W.
Lutz (Eds.), *New research in mental health* (Vol. 16, pp. 78-89). Columbus, OH: Ohio
Department of Mental Health Office of Program Evaluation and Research.

Panzano and colleagues found that second-order leadership is important in the early stages
of implementation of an effective innovation, and later on first-order leadership is essential to
embedding implementation functions and roles into organization and system structures.

Reed, D. M., Cahn, K., & Leake, R. (2011). Training in child welfare leadership for turbulent

The article discusses the enhancement of child welfare provided by the Leadership Academy for
Middle Managers (LAMM), which has aimed to serve close to 500 leaders by the end of
September 2013 in the U.S. It notes that LAMM will offer a comprehensive and evidence-based
learning platform for managers to lead sustainable development in child welfare agencies. The
authors cite that improvements in coaching, TA, and peer networking support are identified
through preliminary evaluation.

approach to promote system change: The R3 Model. *Administration and Policy in Mental
Health and Mental Health Services Research.* Retrieved from
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/299386201_A_Supervisor-Targeted_Implementation_Approach_to_Promote_System_Change_The_R3_Model

Opportunities to evaluate strategies to create systemwide change in the child welfare system
(CWS) and the resulting public health impact are rare. Leveraging a real-world, system-initiated
effort to infuse the use of evidence-based principles throughout a CWS workforce, a pilot of the
R3 model and supervisor-targeted implementation approach, is described. The development of R3 and its associated fidelity monitoring was a collaboration between the CWS and model developers. Outcomes demonstrate implementation feasibility, strong fidelity scale measurement properties, improved supervisor fidelity over time, and the acceptability and perception of positive change by agency leadership. The value of system-initiated collaborations is discussed.


Implementation research has examined practice prioritization, implementation leadership, workforce development, workflow re-engineering, and practice reinforcement, but not addressed their relative importance as implementation drivers. This study investigated domains of implementation activities and correlated them to implementation success during a large national evidence-based practice implementation project. Implementation success was correlated with active leadership strategically devoted to redesigning the flow of work and reinforcing implementation through measurement and feedback. Relative attention to workforce development was negatively correlated with implementation. Active leaders should focus on redesigning the flow of work to support the implementation and on reinforcing program improvements.


This editorial presents the 7Cs approach to conceptualizing administration. The concept of "administration" is made up of two parts: executiveness, the tactical-management part, and leadership, the strategic-visioning and strategic part. The 7Cs is a series of buckets that organize content of the executive leadership field. It serves to reflect large areas of research and writing and provides bases for important variables. One constant, however, is the tension between the managerial and the leadership mind-skill sets. Executive leaders are constantly invoking one or the other as need demands. The 7Cs is a way of organizing the areas of executive leadership and calling attention to its several dimensions. It makes no argument that one or another is more important; importance is local involving particular executive leaders and agencies/organizations at particular times. The idea of administration comprising leadership and managerial elements is important to keep in mind, especially because the skills of leadership often involve disruption, and those of management involve routinization.


The *Improving Child Welfare Outcomes through Systems of Care* (SOC) demonstration initiative was designed to promote systems and organizational change through SOC-guided efforts and activities and the realignment of collaborative partnerships between agencies and children and families involved in the child welfare system. Bringing about systemic change within a child welfare-led SOC is challenging; therefore, it is important to study the processes leaders followed to achieve the systems and organizational changes required for integrating a SOC principle-
driven approach into child welfare and other child- and family-serving agencies. These processes hold promise for other systems change efforts. This brief is designed to enhance understanding of the role of leadership in bringing about systems change. Drawing on qualitative data collected during interviews with key stakeholders, the brief highlights the experiences of seven of the nine grant communities as their leaders planned and carried out strategies and approaches to effectively implement the SOC initiative.


Policymakers shape implementation and sustainment of EBPs, whether they are developing or responding to legislation and policies or negotiating public sector resource constraints. As part of a large mixed-method study, the authors conducted qualitative interviews with 24 policymakers involved in delivery of the same EBP in two U.S. states. The authors analyzed transcripts via open and focused coding techniques to identify the commonality, diversity, and complexity of implementation challenges; approaches to overcoming those challenges; and the importance of system-level contextual factors in ensuring successful implementation. Key findings centered on building support and leadership for EBPs; funding and contractual strategies; partnering with stakeholders; tackling challenges via proactive planning and problem solving; and the political, legal, and systemic pressures affecting EBP longevity. The policymaker perspectives offer guidance on nurturing system and organizational practice environments to achieve positive outcomes and for optimally addressing macro-level influences that bear upon the instantiation of EBPs in public sector child welfare systems.

3. Initial and Full Implementation

This section is divided by Initial and Full Implementation topics and activities outlined in the Introduction. The Approach includes an Initial and a Full Implementation stage. For the purposes of this bibliography, we have combined them.

**Implement and Test the Innovation**

*The articles below are relevant to the Initial and Full Implementation activity of implementing and testing the Innovation.*


The field of child welfare faces an undersupply of evidence-based interventions to address long-term foster care. The Permanency Innovations Initiative (PII) is a 5-year, federal demonstration project intended to generate evidence to reduce long stays in foster care for those youth who encounter the most substantial barriers to permanency. This article describes a systematic and staged approach to implementation and evaluation of a PII project that included usability testing as one of its key activities. Usability testing is an industry-derived practice which analyzes early implementation processes and evaluation procedures before they are finalized. This article describes the iterative selection, testing, and analysis of nine usability metrics that were designed to assess three important constructs of the project's initial implementation and evaluation: intervening early, obtaining consent, and engaging parents. Results showed that seven of nine metrics met a predetermined target. This study demonstrates how findings from
usability testing influenced the initial implementation and formative evaluation of an evidence-supported intervention. Implications are discussed for usability testing as a quality improvement cycle that may contribute to better operationalized interventions and more reliable, valid, and replicable evidence.


Usability testing is widely used in the commercial world during the process of developing new products, especially software and websites. However, it appears to be rarely used to develop e-learning in medical education. The focus of usability testing is the user of the particular product, and it informs product development by using a systematic process to identify usability problems at an early stage during product development so that these problems can be rectified. Usability testing of e-learning considers the characteristics of the learner, the technological aspects, the interaction and instructional design, and, finally, the context. Testing under the conditions that the e-learning intervention will typically be used is the preferred method, but more extreme situations can provide useful information. Product development should be iterative, and rapid cycles of testing and refinement are essential to produce an effective e-learning intervention.


Although there has been an increased interest in recent years in understanding how to implement evidence-based practices/treatments (EBP/T) in community settings, there still remains significant progress to be made in understanding this process of “transporting EBP into community settings.” Furthermore, there exists a considerable gap between the real practice of community mental health and the use of these effective programs. Over time, the studies and experiences of transporting will yield invaluable information, which in turn will increase understanding and improve the implementation of effective practices into the community setting. However, these studies are unlikely to overcome the philosophical barriers to the implementation of effective programs. The article’s focus here is threefold: to define the more “actionable” challenges and steps that will add to implementation studies, to further the improvement of effective practices, and to identify some of the potential action steps and possible solutions that will facilitate the implementation of EBP into community settings.


This report focuses on factors that lead to the success or failure of an EBP aside from actual participant-staff interactions. It discusses on how existing research literature and current research can improve the efficacy of implemented programs.

**Monitor and Assess the Innovation**

*The articles below are relevant to the Initial and Full Implementation activity of effective monitoring and assessment of the innovation and the implementation supports through the use of data.*

This article discusses the Utah Department of Human Services' investment in information technology to improve data generation and analysis, which led to enhanced management outcome. It describes the integration of data to allow for workload management and forecasting, fiscal forecasting, and outcome tracking and reporting; the implementation of a State Automated Child Welfare Information System; and the Department's investment in a comprehensive data warehouse capacity.


Evaluation descriptions in the research literature tend to ignore the full context of the community change efforts from which they emerged. This paper describes a range of evaluation studies and data collection activities conducted over the course of one state's effort to reform its child welfare system on behalf of families with children experiencing serious mental health problems. Initial activities included studies of the prevalence of unmet mental health need in children and youth in the state. As these needs were addressed, evaluation activities examined the impact of a pilot wraparound program that became a major part of systems reform. Later efforts included implementation analysis of wraparound programs and assessment of priorities for continued systems reform. Describing this set of evaluation activities, the authors discuss how data collection evolved to meet the needs of stakeholders over time and consider lessons learned about the roles of research and information sharing in shaping community change efforts.


In decisions to adopt and implement new practices or innovations in child welfare, costs are often a bottom-line consideration. The cost calculator, a method developed in England that can be used to calculate unit costs of core case work activities and associated administrative costs, is described as a potentially helpful tool for assisting child welfare administrators to evaluate the costs of current practices relative to their outcomes and could affect decisions about whether to implement new practices. The article describes the process by which the cost calculator is being adapted for use in child welfare systems in two states and provides an illustration of using the method to compare two intervention approaches.


Expansion of the child welfare evidence base is a major challenge. The field must establish how organizational systems and practice techniques yield outcomes for children and families. Needed research must be grounded in practice and must engage practitioners and administrators via participatory evaluation. The extent to which successful practices are transferable is also challenged by the diversity of child welfare systems. The Children's Bureau funded Quality Improvement Centers (QICs), which were designed to promote collaborative, multisite research to address these evaluation needs. This article, based on the findings of a regional and a national QIC, describes the challenges facing research collaboration and the strategies for achieving success.

See abstract in Section 2: Exploration, Identify the Problem, Population(s), and Root Causes.


The use of the Internet offers a potential solution in that existing reporting and data collection by clinicians can be subject to remote supervision. Such a system would have the potential to provide dissemination teams with more direct access to higher-quality data and would make adopters more likely to be able to implement services at the highest possible conformity to research protocols. This paper describes efforts to create and test such an innovative system for use with the Multidimensional Treatment Foster Care (MTFC) program, which is an in-home treatment (alternative to a residential- or group-home setting) for antisocial youths. The fidelity system was tested and rated by the participants. The methods to develop the program and results of the study are discussed.


The failure of better science to readily produce better services has led to increasing interest in the science and practice of implementation. The results of recent reviews of implementation literature and best practices are summarized in this article. Two frameworks related to implementation stages and core implementation components are described and presented as critical links in the science to service chain. It is posited that careful attention to these frameworks can more rapidly advance research and practice in this complex and fascinating area.


The article discusses the utility and value of the use of logic models for program evaluation of community-based programs and, more specifically, the integration of logic models and factor analysis to develop and revise a survey as part of an effective evaluation plan. Its major conclusions were that a logic model is a tool that engages stakeholders to link evaluation instruments more closely to specific program objectives. Thus, stakeholders can more closely assess the extent to which project outcomes have been achieved. In addition, use of factor analysis in the evaluation process can help the stakeholders better understand whether evaluation instruments such as a survey adequately assess program effectiveness. Lastly, a logic model process can help to achieve consensus among diverse stakeholders by allowing them to focus on objectives that are concrete, measurable, and mutually acceptable.

The main objective of public child welfare policy and practice is to promote the achievement of safety, permanency, and well-being for the children and families that come to the attention of child protective agents. The essence of a case or program manager's job is to secure and direct resources, together with other child welfare agents, to optimize positive outcomes for children and families. Quality improvement is one aspect of managing, at whatever organizational level, which involves the use of data on current operations to inform managerial decision-making. These efforts initially proceed along the single-loop track of more timely, efficient, and accurate implementation of existing practices and policies. However, if these incremental adjustments prove inadequate or contrary to other general end-values, quality improvement then needs to proceed along the double-loop track of developing a different model of quality improvement or forging a new consensus on alternative goals. The purpose of this chapter is to provide practical methods for improving the construct validity of quality improvement by tracking performance data, acting on the feedback to inform managerial action, and developing new strategies to improve agency performance. These methods extend beyond the single-loop refinements for fine-tuning performance to the shaping of an organizational culture that encourages double-loop learning and reflexivity, so that existing practices are regularly critiqued and innovative solutions for achieving desired outcomes are continuously tried and routinely evaluated.


Recent efforts to better understand the process of implementation have been hampered by a lack of tools available to define and measure implementation progress. The Stages of Implementation Completion (SIC) was developed as part of an implementation trial of MTFC in 53 sites and identifies the duration of time spent on implementation activities and the proportion of activities completed. This article examines the ability of the first three stages of the SIC (Engagement, Consideration of Feasibility, and Readiness Planning) to predict successful program start-up. Results suggest that completing SIC stages completely, yet relatively quickly, predicts the likelihood of successful implementation.

Child welfare agencies have recognized the need for accountability and the value of using data for decision-making. However, there are few indicators that child welfare supervisors are using outcome data to make decisions affecting the performance of child welfare workers and/or client outcomes. Child welfare supervisors who are participating in the Mississippi QIC learning labs are using case review data summaries to compare outcomes for project evaluation purposes and to facilitate changes in supervisory practices. The supervisors’ review of case review data and their discussion of the meaning of these data enable and encourage supervisors to use data driven supervisory techniques to improve outcomes.

Adjust the Innovation

*The articles below address the implementation activities of Adjusting the Change/Intervention (to improve quality and fidelity).*


Staff retention is an ongoing challenge in mental health and community-based service organizations. Little is known about the impact of EBP implementation on the mental health and social service workforce. The study examined the effect of EBP implementation and ongoing fidelity monitoring on staff retention in a children’s services system. The study took place in the context of a statewide, regionally randomized effectiveness trial of an evidence-based intervention designed to reduce child neglect. In the study, researchers followed 21 teams consisting of 153 home-based service providers over a 29-month period. Survival analyses revealed greater staff retention in the condition where the EBP was implemented along with ongoing fidelity monitoring presented to staff as supportive consultation. These results should help to allay concerns about staff retention when implementing EBPs where there is good values/innovation fit and when fidelity monitoring is designed as an aid and support to service providers in providing a high standard of care for children and families.


The National Evidence-Based Practices Project developed and tested a model for facilitating the implementation of five psychosocial EBPs for adults with severe mental illness in the U.S. Researchers tested the implementation model at 53 sites in 8 states. At each site, 1 of the 5 EBPs was adopted for implementation and then studied for a 2-year period using a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods. At baseline, none of the sites had programs attaining high fidelity. Four factors were identified as influencing fidelity: (1) EBP-specific factors, (2) governmental factors, (3) leadership factors, and (4) fidelity review factors. The authors concluded that a multipronged implementation strategy was effective in achieving high fidelity in over half of the sites seeking to implement a new EBP.

This article describes the degree to which high-fidelity implementation of the Communities That Care (CTC) prevention operating system was reached during the first 18 months of intervention in 12 communities in the Community Youth Development Study, a 5-year group randomized controlled trial designed to test the efficacy of the CTC system. CTC installation in these communities included the delivery of six CTC trainings from certified CTC trainers at each site, the active involvement of locally selected and community-based CTC community coordinators, ongoing monitoring of progress using the CTC milestones and benchmarks, and proactive TA and coaching. CTC implementation fidelity ratings averaged across 3 groups of raters show that between 89 percent and 100 percent of the CTC milestones in the first 4 phases of CTC implementation were “completely met” or “majority met” in the 12 intervention communities, indicating that the first 4 phases of the CTC system have been well implemented in the communities in this trial.


While researchers have developed more effective programs and strategies to prevent the initiation of substance use, and increasingly communities are delivering these interventions, determining the degree to which they are delivered as they were designed remains a significant research challenge. In the past several years, more attention has been given to implementation issues during the various stages of program development and diffusion. This paper presents the findings from a sub study of an evaluation of a newly designed middle and high school substance abuse prevention program, Take Charge of Your Life, delivered by local Drug Abuse Resistance Education officer instructors. An important aspect of the study was to determine the extent to which implementation fidelity, using the measures of content coverage and appropriate instructional strategy, was associated with improvement in the program mediators of realistic normative beliefs, understanding the harmful effects of substance use and the acquisition of decision-making and resistance skills. Although researchers found that higher fidelity was associated with better scores on some of the mediators, the finding was not consistent. The authors discuss the mixed results within the context of the lesson activities themselves.

Plan for Sustaining the Change

The articles below address planning to provide what is needed so the innovation can continue to function effectively.


Too many promising innovations disappear when project funding ends. As a result, interest in the problem of sustainability has increased markedly in recent years. This article explores this problem in terms of systemic change. Highlighted are basic ideas, phases, stages, steps, and lessons learned related to the planning, implementation, maintenance, and scale-up of school-
based innovations. A particular emphasis is on efforts designed to enhance how schools address barriers to learning and teaching. The discussion is framed around the idea that the likelihood of sustaining any new approach is increased if it is integrated into the fabric of existing school improvement efforts.


In 1990, the Fast Track project was initiated to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of a comprehensive, multicomponent prevention program targeting children at risk for conduct disorders in four demographically diverse American communities. Representing a prevention-science approach toward community-based preventive intervention, the Fast Track intervention design was based upon the available data base elucidating the epidemiology of risk for conduct disorder and suggesting key causal developmental influences (Weissberg & Greenberg, 1998). Critical questions about this approach to prevention center around the extent to which such a science-based program can be effective at (1) engaging community members and stakeholders, (2) maintaining intervention fidelity while responding appropriately to the local norms and needs of communities that vary widely in their demographic and cultural/ethnic composition, and (3) maintaining community engagement in the long term to support effective and sustainable intervention dissemination. This paper discusses these issues, providing examples from the Fast Track project to illustrate the process of program implementation and the evidence available regarding the success of this science-based program at engaging communities in sustainable and effective ways as partners in prevention programming.


Unlike many studies that follow-up at the conclusion of research studies, here the authors explore barrier and facilitating factors related to long-term sustainability (6+ years) of EBPs implemented under real-world conditions. Sustainability factor domains included: (1) financial, (2) leadership, (3) prioritization (active support by administration), (4) reinforcement (monitoring and feedback of fidelity and other data), (5) workflow (practices), (6) workforce (training, coaching), and (7) client compatibility. While adequate funding is a necessary condition for sustainability, the authors report that funding is insufficient for long-term continuation. Ongoing supervision, fidelity, and outcome monitoring appear critical for long-term sustainability.


This study analyzes the provision of assistance beyond the grant by foundational staff and consultants. It provides statistical information about the different kinds of benefits that grantees report given different kinds of assistance (e.g., comprehensive versus field-focused). Its focus is primarily from a foundation perspective and the relationship with its grantees, such as quality of interactions with foundation staff and clarity of communication of a foundation’s goals and strategies. Key findings include: (1) Assistance beyond the grant is seen as key to creating impact; foundations know little about actual results; (2) The majority of grantees of a typical,
large foundation receive no assistance beyond the grant, and those that do generally receive just two or three types; (3) Providing just two or three types of assistance to grantees appears to be ineffective; (4) Program staff at foundations that provide assistance in these ways to more of their grantees tend to manage fewer active grants and give larger grants.


Implementing and growing a public health program that benefits society takes considerable time and effort. To ensure that positive outcomes are maintained over time, program managers and stakeholders should plan and implement activities to build sustainability capacity within their programs. The article describes a three-part sustainability planning process that programs can follow to build their sustainability capacity. First, program staff and stakeholders take the Program Sustainability Assessment Tool to measure their program's sustainability across eight domains. Next, managers and stakeholders use results from the assessment to inform and prioritize sustainability action planning. Lastly, staff members implement the plan and keep track of progress toward their sustainability goals. Through this process, staff can more holistically address the internal and external challenges and pressures associated with sustaining a program. The article includes a case example of a chronic disease program that completed the Program Sustainability Assessment Tool and engaged in program sustainability planning.


See abstract in Section 2: Initial and Full Implementation, Monitor and Assess the Innovation.


Shifts in recent sustainability approaches locate sustainability not at the end of the translational research process, as has been the trend, but in the implementation phase of knowledge transfer, and they do not address intervention improvement as a central theme. This article argues for understanding the changing context of sustainability to continually refine and improve interventions and asserts that continuous exposure to new populations, contexts, and innovations can result in improved outcomes. The Dynamic Sustainability Framework (DSF) emphasizes that “change exists in the use of interventions over time, the characteristics of practice settings, and the broader system that establishes the context for how care is delivered.” It focuses on managing the fit between three levels: (1) the characteristics of the intervention, (2) the practice settings of its context, and (3) the “ecological system” (additional practice settings, as well as legislative environments and characteristics of markets and the broad population). The framework assumes that change is constant at each of these levels and that a successful intervention is optimized through consistent tracking of these three levels and through reliable measures of improvement to best meet the needs of the target populations.

This report focuses on foundation comprehensive community-based initiatives (CCI) in impoverished neighborhoods and the question of how to realistically assess the ability of neighborhood-based groups and agencies to replace initiative funding. The article emphasizes the difficulties that community-based initiatives face in raising funds to sustain initiatives after foundation support ends and provides suggestions for how foundations could change or modify their efforts to assist with sustainability efforts rather than on what sustainability initiatives can do to plan for sustainability. One section of the report discusses how best to support promising projects so they do not fade away, concentrating on what parts should be sustained if the entire initiative cannot be continued. A compilation of interview responses of two dozen foundation staff and grantees, the article paints a bleak picture for CCI sustainability beyond foundation grants. Summarizing responses to the question, “How do the few succeed,” the authors write that respondents spoke of strong leadership, careful planning, and the luck of being in the right place at the right time. Some also cited that a carefully constructed evaluation, designed to show continuing progress, is important.


This article describes a formative evaluation of the application of the National Health Service Institute for Innovation and Improvement Sustainability Model (SM) and suggests improvements resulting from the evaluation. The SM is a self-assessment tool that details 10 key factors (grouped into three domains: process, staff, and organization) that increase the likelihood of sustainability and continuous improvement. The variables it includes are consistent with other models, including an intervention’s evidence base, fit with the host organization’s mission and operating routines, internal champions, and leadership effectiveness. The authors, however, advocate for a revised SM with stronger emphasis on political and economic environment as the context for long-term sustainability. They changed the approach to facilitating the SM from a “didactic” approach to one that uses peer exemplars and teams to brainstorm issues and map discussions to the SM to illustrate its relevance to the teams. With these evaluation findings, the SM can be used to support teams to systematically consider key determinants of sustainability in their organization environment, provide timely data to assess progress, and prompt action to create conditions for sustained practice. (For the NHS Institute for Innovation and Improvement Sustainability Model and Guide, go to http://www.qihub.scot.nhs.uk/media/162236/sustainability_model.pdf)


The Program Sustainability Assessment Tool (PSAT) is a new instrument for assessing the capacity for program sustainability of various public health and other programs. It is designed to be used by researchers, evaluators, program managers, and staff for large and small public health programs. A measurement development study was conducted to assess the reliability of the PSAT. Program managers and staff (n = 592) representing 252 public health programs used the PSAT to rate the sustainability of their program. State- and community-level programs participated, representing four types of chronic disease programs: tobacco control, diabetes, obesity prevention, and oral health. It was concluded that the PSAT is a new and reliable assessment instrument that can be used to measure a public health program’s capacity for sustainability.
This guide provides Safe Schools/Health Schools (SS/HS) project directors (PDs) with information on developing sustainable school mental health (SMH) programs. It presents strategies to consider when working with public and private community mental health agencies to implement SMH programs and provides step-by-step guidelines for creating long-lasting SMH programs. Beyond obtaining funds, the guide focuses sustainability efforts on developing relationships among community entities, increasing community awareness of relevant issues, creating leadership across and within systems, using evaluation data in decision-making, and capitalizing on staff competencies and expertise and other program capacities. Topics include overcoming challenges in partnering, building a continuum of services, and engaging partners in data collection.


Scaling up evidence-based programs is not easy, and it is something that program developers and distributors approach in many different ways. This brief reviews the best practices for scale up of effective programs from across the literature and describes the experiences of several effective programs that are at varying levels of scale across the country and internationally.


This article presents a new conceptual framework for program sustainability in public health, focusing on sustainability capacity as it identifies organizational and contextual characteristics that are necessary for successfully sustaining programs over time. The framework is applicable for community-level, as well as state- or national-level programs and is meant to establish the basis for instrument development so that a program’s capacity for sustainability can be better assessed in real-world public health settings. Using a literature review and concept mapping, the authors identify nine core domains that affect a program’s capacity for sustainability: political support, funding stability, partnerships, organizational capacity, program evaluation, program adaptation, communications, public health impacts, and strategic planning. Previous publications on the conceptualization of sustainability address its definition and framing, exploring, for example, whether sustainability is a process or an outcome and how to determine the point at which a program is sustained. This article posits that determining whether a program is sustained depends on a program’s size, fidelity, and stage in the life cycle. In addition to tracking sustained elements of a program (i.e., sustainability outcomes), the characteristics of a program must also be assessed, as well as its parent organization and its place in the larger service system context (i.e., capacity for sustainability).
An exhaustive review of current research literature on sustainability in medicine, mental health, and education revealed that few studies report long-term implementation outcomes or identify potential influences on the sustained use of new practices, programs, or interventions. Studies that investigated sustainability outcomes report few that employed rigorous methods of evaluation, and, among those that did, only a small number reported high fidelity or full sustainment, even when full implementation was initially achieved. Little research has examined the extent, nature, or impact of adaptations to the interventions or programs once implemented. Recommendations for future research include clearer definitions and further efforts to characterize sustainability and the factors that influence it (including organizational context, capacity, processes, and factors related to the new program or practice). More analysis of interactions among influences at multiple levels would enhance understanding of the phenomenon, as would further consideration of issues such as fidelity, modification, and changes in implementation over time. The article reports almost no studies that focus primarily on the sustainability of complex service innovations.


This CDC guide asserts that sustainability involves maintaining community-wide change, maximizing community assets and resources, and institutionalizing community policies. This guide provides a succinct list of rationales for a sustainability plan and core elements of sustainability planning success. It offers a blueprint for sustaining efforts and promoting policy strategies that can be used as a step-by-step guide through 10 sustainability steps, beginning with creating a shared understanding of sustainability and ending with evaluating outcomes and revising the plan as needed. The guide includes sustainability stories from the field, a sample sustainability plan outline, and a sample matrix for evaluating and revising the plan. It discusses six sustainability approaches, including developing communication and social marketing strategies, and provides detailed modules for better understanding of how the approaches work and why they are important. It also includes an appendix with activities, evaluation questions, a lists of sustainability factors, a criteria grid for analyzing a sustainability team’s efforts, an example of an action plan with SMART objectives, an example of membership guidelines, a training needs assessment survey, a press release, a glossary, online resources, and print references.


This literature review explores the constructs of community coalitions, their impacts, and sustainability. It also identifies how researchers, policymakers, and practitioners have defined and measured sustainability for community coalitions. This report is part of a larger study that is funded by ASPE. This literature review includes a conceptual framework that can be used to assess the sustainability of community coalitions. The conceptual framework will guide the
ASPE study, which uses the experiences of the community coalitions funded by the Community Access Program/Healthy Communities Access Program to explore sustainability after federal funding.


As part of SAMHSA’s prevention T/TA website, this tool focuses on building and sustaining a prevention system for reducing consumption and consequences of alcohol, tobacco, and drugs, and on building the capacities required at each level of scale to embed a strategy to ensure that desired outcomes are achieved and sustained. To build these capacities, communities (through coalitions) must have the ability to assure effectiveness and alignment of the prevention system, assure organizations’ ability to support the community prevention system through a strategic planning process, and cultivate community support for the prevention system and its outcomes.


This draft guide prepared by SAMHSA and NCOA offers a sustainability framework that identifies 17 key factors (grouped as program, organizational, and community factors) known to influence sustainability that service providers and funders can apply to their work. The factors are integral to PII work (e.g., demonstrated effectiveness, program champions, availability of resources). Each factor is discussed in a paragraph and includes recommendations to organizations or funders. The document does not shed light on PII practices, but could provide a useful model for disseminating high-level information to grantees.


This document is an introductory resource for new and seasoned Community Action for a Renewed Environment communities looking for ways to measure progress made by their community projects. It provides information about how to measure what an organization expects to achieve through funded activities, including basic measurement principles, tips, and guides on measurement. It also provides online resources for creating logic models, including an example of a logic model for grantees.


This brief is designed to provide a quick overview of basic ideas, phases, stages, and steps related to the planning, implementation, maintenance, and scale-up of valuable new initiatives. There is a particular emphasis on sustainability.

This sustainability planning guide is designed to help grantees work through the key steps in the process of planning for the sustainability of their High Growth Job Training Initiative and Community-Based Job Training grants. The guide is intended to assist grantees with sustainability planning on an ongoing basis. It provides basic information on the six key steps in the sustainability planning process: (1) clarify vision, (2) determine what to sustain, (3) build collaboration, (4) choose sustainability strategies and methods, (5) develop action steps for sustainability, and (6) document and communicate sustainability success. It offers web resources for logic models, assessment tools, and sustainability funding and training resources. The guide also provides checklists for each of the six key steps.


The introduction of EBP into health care settings has been the subject of an increasing amount of research in recent years. While a number of studies have examined initial implementation efforts, less research has been conducted to determine what happens beyond that point. There is increasing recognition that the extent to which new programs are sustained is influenced by many different factors and that more needs to be known about just what these factors are and how they interact. To understand the current state of the research literature on sustainability, the authors reviewed what is currently known in this area and identified areas in which further research would be particularly helpful. This paper reviews the methods that have been used, the types of outcomes that have been measured and reported, findings from studies that reported long-term implementation outcomes, and factors that have been identified as potential influences on the sustained use of new practices, programs, or interventions. The authors conclude with recommendations and considerations for future research.


Through a statistical analysis of over 700 organizations, TCC Group found that the key ingredients for nonprofit sustainability are decisive, strategic, and accountable leadership; financial and programmatic adaptability; and the resources to deliver core programs. This executive summary focuses on these four key ingredients, providing examples throughout.